Traveller Wearing Mask

Do you miss the joy of traveling and having a whole new level of
discovery? If so, you’re not alone! The need for a little getaway
must be something that lingers on our minds lately. What about
making some plans for your next vacation? Now, start writing
your list of exciting possibilities. Whether visiting some new
destinations or exploring your favorite spots, there’s nothing
wrong with searching for more interesting new places worth
visiting. Let’s get prepared for your next vacation and make
yourself ready to travel safely, once everything’s possible!
Here in Indonesia, we have implemented a set of standardized
practices based on Cleanliness, Healthy, Safety, and
Environmental Sustainability (CHSE) aspects to your favorite
destinations. We’ve prepared everything to ensure the safety
factor for you and everyone. From our transportation, airplane,
airport, hotel, restaurants, attraction spots, and everything, we
make sure to set the right standard to help you travel safely. So,
no need to worry! Time to seek limitless sensory indulgence all
across our heavenly archipelago. Explore further in the land of
endless wonders.
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CHAPTER ONE:
ADMIRING THE CITY

Introduction
As the melting pot of many ethnic groups in Indonesia, Jakarta
is unquestionably a very dynamic and lively city worth exploring.
There’s a juxtaposition of characters that you can witness at every
corner. It’s one of the most modern destinations in the country,
yet still has its solid bits of culture.
As the capital city of Indonesia, Jakarta also serves as the gate of
this heavenly archipelago. That’s why it’s possible to experience
some bites of Indonesian culture here, especially the traditional
cuisines. It’s everywhere to find. From the humble food stalls to
some sought-after restaurants, they have their take on preserving
the delicious taste of the Indonesian spice blend. For you who
wish to witness a comprehensive summary of Indonesian culture
and architecture, you can experience them all in Taman Mini
Indonesia Indah. Through the real size models of traditional
houses from all across the archipelago, you will have a grasp of
Indonesia’s vibrant culture.

The
Cherished
Legacy

The most iconic landmark of this busy city is Monas. The name
comes from an abbreviation of Monumen Nasional (The National
Monument). You can also explore nearby attractions near Monas
and have the real experience of the heart of Jakarta. Not to
mention, it’s a tourist-friendly area, and public transportations is
generally easy to find.
After all, Jakarta is a city that embraces diversity where the door
is always open for everyone who wants to experience the unique
fusion of culture and modernity. Jakarta is a city that’s always
welcoming you.

Disclaimer:
This book and the content, including various information, were acquired in the months
of October and November of 2020. While every attempt is made to provide accurate
information at the time of publication, certain offers, terms, conditions,
or other material information may change over time.
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CHAPTER ONE:
ADMIRING THE CITY

Sightseeing
Spots
Come for the eccentricities, stay for the heartwarming familiarity.
Just like any capital city, Jakarta is a complex beauty with
a thousand landscapes. From the colonial charm of the Old Town
district, to the hip scene of Senopati, to the glitzy SCBD, this city
has something for everyone. If you could think about it, you could
see it in Jakarta - and see you, it will.
For those looking to feel metropolitan vibes and scenery of the
capital city, exploring South Jakarta is perfect for your sightseeing
itinerary. In need of a break from the city? The Northern area
of Jakarta offers a coastal vibe that’s different from the capital’s
heart. Just looking for a green space to relax? Jakarta has well-kept
parks spread across the city.
Shall we start?
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Sightseeing Spots

Ancol Beach

Como Park Kemang

A coastal lowland area located to the east of Jakarta’s Old Town area, modernday Ancol contains the main beach resort of Jakarta. A popular destination
for those looking for family-friendly activities for the weekends, Ancol beach
offers a beautiful coastal view and a great alternative from the capital city’s
hustle and bustle. Ancol can be reached by private car or motorbike, even
public transportation such as Transjakarta. Visitors to the Ancol area can enjoy
several attraction sites, including the Ancol Art Market, where you can browse
for paintings, sculptures, and various handcrafted goods. Food stalls are also
available in front of the market. Carnaval and Lagoon beach are famous for
their end of the year events, where fireworks show and live music performances
are held on new year’s eve annually.

Keeping in mind how limited the option of dog-friendly spots for Jakarta’s city
dwellers, Como Park Kemang feels like a godsent destination for pet owners,
especially those without the luxury of having their own yard big enough for a fourlegged friend. Come for the puppies, stay for the munchies. Strategically placed in
Kemang, of all places, Como Park offers not merely a grassy playground for dogs,
but also a hip spot where their owners can relax with a cup of coffee, grab a quick
bite at cafes, and even (ahem) get the chance to approach fellow dog-lovers under
the pretense of discussing the differences between Shiba and Akita Inus. Como
Park is always crowded and busy, notably during the weekend; go before their
peak hours to play comfortably with your long-snouted friend.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Lodan Timur No 7 Ancol Taman
Impian, North Jakarta
Contact:

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Kemang Timur No.998, Mampang,
South Jakarta 12730
Contact:

(021) 29 222 222
customercare@ancol.com

(021) 7197308

Instagram:

Web:

comopark998

www.korporat.ancol.com

Ancol Beach, jakarta

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/officialgrafika
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Dunia Fantasi Theme Park
It’s huge. It’s fantastic. It’s fun for the whole family. It costs around Rp 200.000
for one person admission. It’s Dunia Fantasi Theme Park! More famously known
as Dufan, this theme park was opened for the first time to the public on August
29, 1985, and ever since then, it has successfully entertained generations of
Indonesians with its whimsical rides and iconic theme song. From the cutemeets-uncanny valley Istana Boneka to the thrilling Halilintar, Dufan is one place
for all. Make sure you get there in the morning to have more time exploring and
get on the rides because this is the place where you’d want to spend as much
time as humanely possible. Bring extra clothes and your favorite hat to cover
yourself from the sun and unnecessary worries!

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Lodan Timur No 7 Ancol Taman
Impian, North Jakarta

Hutan Kota GBK
Living and carrying out daily activities in Jakarta will drive even the biggest
homebodies to seek out green, open spaces. Enter the Hutan Kota GBK (or
GBK City Forest, for those who don’t speak the language). The presence of
this lush city park in the middle of Jakarta is a relief for those who crave cool,
fresh air and a break from close contacts with fellow city dwellers. Formerly
a golf driving-range field, this city forest is located in the GBK with an area
of 4 hectares. Deliberately built as a green open space, Hutan Kota is meant
to be the “lungs” of the city, and conservation land. Apart from the woodsy
atmosphere, there are also 10 facility points, including commercial kiosks, an
amphitheater garden, Trembesi pool, coffee house, and the main plaza.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Jend. Sudirman No.Kav. 54-55,
Jakarta 12190

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

Courtesy of
instagram/infodufan

Courtesy of
instagram/muchmarco

(021) 29 222 222
customercare@ancol.com

Sightseeing Spots

(021) 3161293
tourism@jakarta.go.id

www.korporat.ancol.com

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

Courtesy of
instagram/darisarch.
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Jakarta Aquarium

Jakarta Planetarium

The largest indoor aquarium in Indonesia, Jakarta Aquarium is a collaboration
between the iconic Taman Safari Indonesia and Aquaria KLCC, Malaysia. In
about a hectare conservation area, this place has aquatic and non-aquatic
animals with more than 3500 species. Strategically located in Neo Soho Mall, this
aquarium is truly a spectacle to behold; a magical and enchanting atmosphere
engulfs you as soon as you step inside. Feel the cool air and notice the glittering
water reflections on its dark blue, high-ceiling walls. Every little interaction that
you experience with the animals feels intimate and sacred; before you know it,
you are already enthralled in their deep blue, underwater haven. Every ocean
creature has a story to tell, and you will find it in Jakarta Aquarium.
Don’t hesitate. Dive deep.

A part of the Taman Ismail Marzuki art and science complex, the Jakarta
Planetarium and Observatory is the oldest of the three planetaria in Indonesia.
Located in the Central Jakarta area, precisely at Jalan Cikini Raya No. 73, this
place was built in 1964 by the first President Soekarno and now serves as media
for Astronomical information and education for the masses. There several
facilities here, including the Star Theater show, where visitors will be able to
learn about our solar system and the universe. There are also the Observatory,
equipped with a Cloude telescope, and Exhibition Hall, where a sky simulation
and dioramas to show Astronomy films are held to provide education about our
celestial bodies. The Jakarta Planetarium is open on Tuesday until Sunday, from
08:00 - 15:00 WIB.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Neo Soho Lantai LG 101 - LGM 101
Jl. Letjen S. Parman Kav. 28, West Jakarta

Jl. Cikini Raya No.73, Menteng,
Jakarta 10330

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 27893435
info@jakarta-aquarium.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 2305146
planetarium@jakarta.go.id

www.jakarta-aquarium.com

www.planetarium.jakarta.go.id

Courtesy of
instagram/jakarta_tourism

Courtesy of
instagram/@indra.156

Courtesy of
instagramjakarta_tourism

Courtesy of
www.pemburuombak.com
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Kalijodo Park

Kampung Betawi Setu Babakan

Located in the middle of two administrative cities - namely West Jakarta and
North Jakarta - Kalijodo Park boasts a 1.4 hectares area, equipped with various
facilities including a park, monument, jogging, and bicycle track, skate park,
amphitheater, kiosks, public toilets, and a prayer room. Built with the concept
of a semi-natural green park in mind, Kalijodo park also contains a child-friendly
integrated public space, serving as a home to young families with children.
Its skate park was built to meet the international standards, readying the park to
hold skate events. The amphitheater is surrounded by a 23-meter wall adorned
by murals and graffiti done by famous Indonesian artists. One of the several
existing family-friendly integrated public spaces in Jakarta, Kalijodo can be the
answer for your weekend getaway.

Kampung Betawi Setu Babakan is a Betawi cultural heritage village located
in South Jakarta. Setu Babakan was established on August 18, 2000, and this
place is devoted to the preservation of Jakarta’s cultural heritage, specifically
the original Betawi culture. The 32-hectare area surrounds an artificial lake,
with the Ciliwung River as its water source. Cultural tours are available here,
as well as traditional ceremonies and art performances. Many Betawi culinary
specialties can be found in Setu Babakan, such as Toge Goreng, Kerak Telor, and
Pletok Beer. Other activities such as picnics, fishing, and water bike rides are
also available. The entrance fee is Rp. 2.000,00 for motorbikes and Rp. 2.000,00
for cars. Enjoy a breeze under the shady trees and immerse yourself in the
authentic Betawi experience.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Pangeran Tubagus Angke No.19,
Tambora, West Jakarta

Jl. Moch Kahfi II, Srengseng Sawah,
South Jakarta 12640

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 3161293
tourism@jakarta.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 78893258
tourism@jakarta.go.id

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

Kalijodo Park, jakarta

Kampung Betawi Setu Babakan, jakarta
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Kota Tua / Old Town

M Bloc Space

Jakarta’s Old Town, officially known as Kota Tua, is a neighborhood comprising
the original downtown area of the capital city. Kota Tua contains Dutch-style
structures, mostly dated from the 17th century when the port city served as
the Asian headquarter of VOC during the heyday of the spice trade. Famous
attractions in this area include the Fatahillah museum, which keeps collections
of historical items and has an underground prison. The Sunda Kelapa harbor,
which still operates, is an attractive photo spot for those looking for a different
vibe in the Old Town. There are also the majestic Bank Indonesia museum,
the enchanting Wayang Museum, the iconic Toko Merah, and Taman Fatahillah,
where you can ride bikes around and people-watch. Step into the past and
witness the glory of Jakarta’s colonial days

Previously the official residence of the Public Company for Money-Printing of
Indonesia (Perum Peruri), this 7000 square meters area has been renovated and
repurposed into a new creative hub to accommodate the needs of the creative
urban youth of Jakarta. Entering the front area of M Bloc, the outdoor-concept
building functions as a gathering point, notably for public discussions, where
exciting murals adorn the walls. The interior of M Bloc gives off a more intimate
vibe, with cleverly placed lightings and accents here and there. Various cafes and
restaurants can be found here; you can get your caffeine fix and immediately go
see a music show the next moment. There are also stores offering products by
local designers, and music and book corners for those looking for an addition to
their collection.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Kali Besar Timur 4 No.29, Pinangsia,
West Jakarta 11110
Contact:

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Panglima Polim St No.37, RT.1/RW.1,
Melawai, South Jakarta City, 12160
Contact:

(021) 3161293
tourism@jakarta.go.id

+62 813-1947-5481

Web:

Web:

www.mbloc.space

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

Museum Fatahillah, Jakarta

M Bloc Space, Jakrta

Museum Fatahillah, Jakarta

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/mblocspace

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/foodirectory

Kali Besar, Jakarta
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Macan Island

Monumen Nasional

Macan Island, also known locally as Pulau Macan, is famous for its romantic
vibes and gentle sunset view - it’s no wonder that this island attracts those
looking for a honeymoon getaway. Crystal clear water and lush trees will greet
you as soon as you arrive, with unique huts that are positioned strategically for
the best oceanic scenery. Plunge into the inviting turquoise depths just
a few steps from your comfy bed, and lose yourself in this heaven on earth.
Your secluded private island, away from civilization; when you are here, you will
find all of your worries and racing thoughts gone. What remains is a feeling of
peacefulness, with the gentle sea breeze whispering sweetly in the background.
Come, dive in. The water is fine.

Monumen Nasional, also known locally as Monas, is a 132-meter tall obelisk in
the center of Merdeka Square, Central Jakarta. It was built to commemorate
the struggle for Indonesian independence, symbolizing the fight for Indonesia.
Monas was opened to the public in 1975. It is topped by a flame covered with
gold foil. It is the icon of Jakarta; the monument is always crowded with tourists,
specifically because you can see the beauty of Jakarta from the top floor of
Monas. Inside, you could learn about Indonesian history in the diorama room
inside the National Museum at the bottom of the monument, or if you prefer
the great outdoors, you could enjoy the lush urban forest of 80 hectares,
formerly known as Gambir field, that surrounds the monument.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Pulau Macan, Kepulauan Seribu Utara,
Jakarta 14540

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Gambir, Jakarta
Contact:

(021) 6903573

(021) 3161293
tourism@jakarta.go.id

Web:

Web:

Contact:

www.pulauseribu-resorts.com

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

Courtesy of
www.ruedesrosiers.fr

Monument National, Jakarta
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Petak Sembilan Market
Jakarta’s very own Chinatown district, Petak Sembilan market is located on Jalan
Kemenangan Raya, Glodog. It is said that Petak Sembilan is called so because
back in the old days there were only nine house plots standing there. The
former Chinese style buildings are no longer visible in the area because all of
the buildings there have been rebuilt recently. Walking down the market street,
you could see shops selling lanterns, incense sticks, Cheongsams, and basket
cakes. There are also Buddhist and Hindu temples located here. Petak Sembilan
is also known as a legendary culinary paradise; from Bakmi Ayam to Fried
Meatballs, there are tons of delicious food stalls waiting for you there. With its
authentic vibe, it’s no wonder that Petak Sembilan is always busy and crowded.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Kemenangan Raya No.40, Glodok,
West Jakarta 11120

Pondok Indah Golf Course
What comes to mind when you hear the words “Golf Course”? Beautiful
mountain views, a secluded place with an emerald green landscape? Not quite
the case with this particular golf course. Designed by Robert Trent Jones Jr, this
golf course was built with a layout for major championships (World Cup event)
but capable of offering pleasure and a fair test for both pro and beginners.
Located precisely on Jalan Metro Pondok Indah, South Jakarta, the Pondok
Indah Golf Course offers you the experience of playing golf on an international
standard course with lush, manicured grass. Interesting building architecture
that is in harmony with nature is the theme of the Pondok Indah Golf Course enjoy the fresh air and green scenery in the middle of an urban area.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Metro Pondok Indah No.Kav. 1,
Kebayoran Lama, South Jakarta 12310

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 3161293
tourism@jakarta.go.id

Sightseeing Spots

(021) 769 4906
mail@golfpondokindah.com

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

www.golfpondokindah.com

Petak Sembilan Market, Jakarta

Courtesy of
www.golfpondokindah.com
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Pondok Indah Waterpark
Opened in 2014, Pondok Indah Waterpark offers you a personal out-ofthis-world experience. With professionally-trained lifeguards, Pondok Indah
Waterpark is the place where you can enjoy the ultimate swimming experience
without getting too concerned about safety. For the thrill-seekers out there,
the waterpark’s FlowRider is ready to bring you the adrenaline rush. No need
to make a special trip to the beach to get your surfing fix, because now you can
unleash your surfing potential in a safe and controlled environment anytime
you want. For those who prefer to float away and dream, the Lazy River is
perfect for you to unwind, enjoy the fresh air, and relax. Their 1.2-hectare
waterpark is ready for you to explore and create fun memories at.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Pondok Indah Mall, Jl. Metro Pondok Indah,
South Jakarta 12310

Sightseeing Spots

Ragunan Zoo
Located in Pasar Minggu, South Jakarta, Ragunan Zoo is easily accessible
through the Jakarta Outer Ring Road. Opened officially in the year 1864,
Ragunan Zoo is more than 156 years old, making it the oldest zoo in Indonesia.
The zoo has a land area of 140-hectare, and has an aviary and a primate
center - many of the animals here are from the endangered and threatened
species from all parts of Indonesia, and the rest of the world. Laid out in a lush
tropical setting, rare animals such as crocodile, gorilla, orangutan, tapir, and
Sumatran tiger are given ample room. Known as a family-outing place, special
attractions for children are included here such as Children’s Zoo, playground,
and the Sunday events of pony cart and boat rides on Ragunan lake.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Harsono RM No.1, Ragunan,
South Jakarta 12550
Contact:

Contact:

(021) 7884 7114
ragunanzoo@jakarta.go.id

(021) 750-6750

Web:

Web:

www.pondokindahwaterpark.co.id

www.ragunanzoo.jakarta.go.id

Courtesy of
www.pondokindahwaterpark.co.id

Raguna Zoo, jakarta
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Royale Jakarta Golf Club

Sunda Kelapa Harbour

Designed by the renowned golf-course landscape architect Robert Moore, Jr.,
Royale Jakarta Golf Club is a green paradise of expansive meadows, combined
with beautiful exotic plants and the calming view of the lake waters. Classified
as a World Class Championship golf Course, it is the permanent home and
venue for the Indonesian Masters. Consisting of three 9-hole courses (North,
South, and West) with a mountain backdrop, Royale Jakarta Golf Club challenges
all types of golfers. Not only that, it’s also an ideal place to relax - the clubhouse
boasts a tropical style, while the restaurant is rated one of the top dining
venues for its gourmet Chinese food. To hone your golfing skills with a heavenly
backdrop in an urban oasis is truly the ultimate way to enjoy life in the big city.

Sunda Kelapa harbour is the old port of Jakarta located on the estuarine of
Ciliwung river. “Sunda Kalapa” is the original name, and it was the main port of
the Sunda Kingdom. The port is situated in Penjaringan sub-district. Today, the
old port only accommodates Phinisi - a traditional two-masted wooden sailing
ship - serving inter-island freight service in the archipelago. Although it is now
only a minor port, Jakarta has its origins in Sunda Kelapa, and it played
a significant role in the city’s development. This place is famous as a photo spot,
as the olden vibes and the Phinisi ships are beyond photogenic. For those who
want a nice place to sit down, unwind and watch the world go by, Sunda Kelapa
Harbour is welcoming you with open arms.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Raya Halim 3, Halim Perdanakusuma,
East Jakarta 13610

Jl. Matrim Raya, RT.11/RW.8,
Ancol, North Jakarta 14430

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 80 888 999
info@royalejakarta.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 3161293
tourism@jakarta.go.id

www.royalejakarta.com

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

Courtesy of
Photo by
instagram/Cerita
Wira
instagram/officialgrafika

Courtesy of
www.royalejakarta.com

Courtesy
Courtesy
Photoofby
instagram/faisal_syarifuddin
instagram/maldivotraveller

Courtesy of
instagram/debbysetiawaty

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/officialgrafika
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Taman Lapangan Banteng

Taman Mini Indonesia Indah

Formerly named Waterlooplein Square, Lapangan Banteng is a historic square
located in a historic area formerly known as Welltevreden - now known as
Sawah Besar subdistrict - Central Jakarta, Indonesia. Roughly measuring
5.2-hectare field, this field was used as a military training area during the era
of VOC Governor Herman William Daendels. Today the West Irian Liberation
Monument column stands tall in the center of the square. Physical activities
such as jogging, cycling and basketball are just some of the fun exercises that
you can do here. Not the sporty kind? At nightfall, Lapangan Banteng comes
alive with its Dancing Fountain; watch the colourful lightworks move hypnotically
with the flow of the water. Taking a stroll around the lake is also good if you
want to unwind and relax in the afternoon.

Taman Mini Indonesia Indah, also locally known as TMII, is a culture-based
recreational area located in East Jakarta. With an area of about 100-hectares,
this park is a “synopsis’ of Indonesian culture, with virtually all aspects of
daily life in Indonesia’s provinces encapsulated in separate pavilions, with
the collections of “rumah adat” as the example of Indonesian vernacular
architecture, clothing, dances and traditions are all depicted impeccably.
There is also a lake with a miniature archipelago in the middle of it, cable cars,
museums, Keong Emas IMAX cinema, Teater Tanah Airku, and other recreational
facilities which make TMII one of the most popular tourist destinations in the
city. Not only fun, but TMII is also educational; making it the best destination for
family outings and weekend plans. Make sure to wear sensible shoes because
this park is huge.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Pasar Baru, Sawah Besar,
Central Jakarta, 10710

Jl. Taman Mini Indonesia Indah RT.7/RW.2,
East Jakarta 13820.

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 3161293
tourism@jakarta.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 87792078
informasi@tamanmini.com

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

www.tamanmini.com

Sunset
Courtesy
atPhoto
TamanbyLapangan Banteng, Jakarta
instagram/officialgrafika

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/officialgrafika

Courtesy
A man morning
Photo by
run
at Taman
instagram/maldivotraveller
Lapangan Banteng, Jakarta
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Anjungan North Sumatra,
Taman Mini Indonesia

Anjungan Bali, Taman Mini Indonesia

Anjungan South Sulawesi,
Taman Mini Indonesia
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Taman Wisata Alam Mangrove
Taman Wisata Alam Mangrove is a wetland ecosystem dominated by mangrove
trees. This 99.82-hectare green paradise is located in North Jakarta, just the
opposite side of the elite neighborhood Pantai Indah Kapuk. It’s easily accessible
by public transportation. One of the rare conservation areas in Jakarta, Taman
Wisata Alam Mangrove functions both as a tourist attraction and as a habitat
and shelter for several types of wildlife. Not only that, this mangrove forest
is also able to absorb large waves including tsunamis and can absorb 5 times
more carbon dioxide than tropical forests in the highlands. You can rent speed
boats, plant mangrove trees, ride canoes and water bikes, bird-watch (there
are protected species that live here), and enjoy the calming environment while
appreciating its rare beauty.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Garden House No.4,
Kamal Muara, North Jakarta 14470

Chapter One :
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The Yass Life Phinisi Sailing
The first luxury Phinisi sailing experience in Jakarta, The Yass Life Phinisi is
the answer for those of you who are longing for a quick getaway from all the
hustle and bustle of city life. A 2 days-1 night or 3 days-2 nights living on board
experience in one of their top notch luxury Phinisi with premium and private
services sailing through exotic Java destinations is available for you - Krakatoa
Volcano, Genteng House Reef, Sangiang Island, and many more. They are also
launching two new routes, the Pulau Seribu and Ujung Kulon private luxury
sailing trip. From diving, snorkeling, to simply relaxing by the beach, the sailing
experience will give you an ultimate pleasure of having an awesome and safe
weekend getaway experience.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Marina, RW.10, Ancol, North Jakarta
Contact:

+6281295435936
aliyaadina96@gmail.com

Contact:

(021) 2903 3066
(021) 2903 3055

Instagram:

Web:

theyasslife

www.jakartamangrove.id

Courtesy of
www.jakartamangrove.id

Courtesy of
instagram/theyasslife
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Tidung Island

Waterbom PIK

Located relatively close to the capital city of Jakarta, Tidung island offers
secluded beaches, starry nights and an amiable community. The island actually
consists of two islands - Tidung Besar and Tidung Kecil islands. The slim width
of the land gives Tidung an interestingly unique shape. A sliver of an island, split
by a single, small road with nothing to your left or right but beautiful stretches
of sandy, white beaches and clear blue waters surrounding the entire coast of
the island. The island is not as developed as some of the other islands in the
district, meaning it is less commercial. Tourism on Tidung prides itself in being
community-based, and is operated by the locals.

Operating since 27 October 2007, Waterbom PIK boasts the concept of
“returning to nature”, equipped with tall tropical trees, green and lush shrubs
with beautiful garden settings. Combined with modern and minimalist building
architecture, Waterbom PIK takes the theme of Urban Cool. This water paradise
is located at Pantai Indah Kapuk, 10 minutes away from Soekarno - Hatta
International Airport and 15 minutes from downtown. Arguably the best
waterpark in jakarta, Waterbom PIK with its international standards offers high
quality facilities. Its signature landscape offers a truly relaxed atmosphere and
its waterslides not only offer fun, but tons of thrills. Whether for family, friends
or colleagues, Waterbom Jakarta is perfect for a relaxing or action-packed day
under the sun.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Pulau Tidung, South Seribu Islands,
Jakarta 14520

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Pantai Indah Kapuk Jl. Pantai Indah Barat
No.1, North Jakarta 14470
Contact:

Contact:

(021) 55966666
suhandi@waterbom-pik.com

(021) 6903573

Web:

Web:

www.pulauseribu-resorts.com

www.waterbom-jakarta.com

Courtesy of
instagram/richard_lalisang

Courtesy of
instagram/rivaldi_penzol

Courtesy of
instagram/playworld.co.id

Sunset at Bridge Tidung Island
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National Gallery of Indonesia, Jakarta
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Museum
Art Gallery
Being the capital city, Jakarta is a melting pot of thousands
of ethnicities and various cultures, resulting in eclectic
and exciting art influences. Different artists from different
backgrounds come together and create art in forms that
have never seen before. You’ll see that here, murals and
graffiti are no longer viewed as taboo, instead they’re
embraced and elevated into something more.
Jakarta’s rich and extensive history plays a part in this too,
as there are hundreds of museums spread across the
city, each telling a different story of the past and present.
From ancient artefacts to modern art left to one’s own
interpretations, there is certainly no shortage of museums
and art galleries in the city, showcasing memories of
a distant past, preserved forever for the people to witness
and reflect on.
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Art:1 New Museum

Dia.Lo.Gue. Artspace

Art:1 (formerly known as Mon Decor Gallery) was established in 1983, and is the
pioneer art gallery business in Jakarta. During its 30 years in the art business,
Art:1 had expanded into several gallery branches all over Jakarta. Many of
Art:1’s reputable collections include Indonesian Old Masters, Indo Euro, Modern
masters, and Indonesian contemporary collections. The spacious 4,000sqm
building not only showcases collections of original artworks, but also offers
products and services dedicated to art, art developments and activities for
Indonesian art students, art audience and art market. This includes arranging
exhibitions by emerging contemporary artists, and holding semi-formal
educational programs which include art seminars, discussion, workshop and art
appreciation. Exclusive merchandise, custom framing and art consulting
are services that are available for the public as well.

Located on Jalan Kemang Selatan 99 A, South Jakarta, Dia.Lo.Gue is an artspace
that was built for the public. The philosophy behind Dia.Lo.gue is “to provide
a space where a genuine creative dialogue could spark between artists,
designers, and the general public.”. This ethos is reflected in its name, which
translates in local Betawi language as ‘He/She - You - Me’, and also in their
logogram. Dia.Lo.Gue embraces all forms of media, an approach that purposely
reflects the blurring lines between art, design and life - a dialogue that takes
place everyday in our lives. By showcasing interesting ideas and creations in
this field, Dia.Lo.Gue hopes to raise the consciousness of art and design within
society at large, as well as stimulating new works.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Rajawali Selatan Raya No.3,
Gunung Sahari Jakarta 10720

Jl. South Kemang. No.99A,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730

Contact:

Contact:

Instagram:

Web:

(021) 64700168

Let us guide you there!

Address:

+62 811 9300890

art1newmuseum

www.dialogue-artspace.com

Courtesy of
www.eazel.net

Courtesy of
www.dialogue-artspace.com

Courtesy of
www.eazel.net

Courtesy of
www.bravaradio.com
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Museum Bank Indonesia
The Bank Indonesia Museum was founded by Bank Indonesia, and first opened
on 21 July 2009. The museum is housed in a heritage building in Jakarta’s
Old Town that had been the first headquarters of the Netherlands Indies
gulden (De Javasche bank), the central bank of the Dutch East Indies. The
bank was nationalized as Bank Indonesia in 1953, after Indonesia gained its
independence. It is located next to the Bank Mandiri Museum. It is designed to
introduce the public to Bank Indonesia’s role in the country’s history, such as
monetary policies and payment systems. It also provides visitors with an audio
and visual experience on currencies and trade in Indonesia from the
pre-colonial era to the present state. The museum is closed on Mondays,
and has an entrance fee of Rp 5,000.00.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Pintu Besar Utara No.3 West Jakarta
Contact:

(021) 2600158
museum@bi.go.id

Museum Art Gallery

Museum Gajah
The National Museum of Indonesia, popularly known as the Museum Gajah
(Elephant Museum), is an archeological, historical, ethnological, and
geographical museum located in Central Jakarta, right on the west side
of Merdeka Square. It is called Museum Gajah after the elephant statue
in its forecourt. The museum itself boasts a broad collection that covers
all of Indonesia’s territory and almost all of its history. The museum has
endeavoured to preserve Indonesia’s heritage for two centuries. It is also
regarded as one of the most complete and the best in Indonesia, for it has
preserved about 141,000 objects, ranging from prehistoric artifacts, to
archeology, numismatics, ceramics, ethnography, history and geography
collections. It also has comprehensive collections of statues of classical
Hindu-Buddhist period of ancient Java and Sumatra.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Medan Merdeka Barat No.12,
Jakarta 10110
Contact:

(021) 3868172

Web:

Web:

www.bi.go.id

www.museumnasional.or.id

Museum Bank Indonesia, jakarta

View on Museum Gajah, Jakarta
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Museum MACAN

Museum Wayang

The Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art in Nusantara (Museum MACAN)
is an art museum that provides public access to a significant and growing
collection of modern and contemporary art from Indonesia and around the
world. It has an active program of exhibitions and events in a 7,100 square
meter facility including onsite education and conservation spaces. Dedicated
to supporting interdisciplinary education and cultural exchange, the institution
offers a wide variety of public programs, and a dynamic exhibition program.
As part of its mission, the Museum is an important platform for local and
international artists to present their work to a global audience. It also offers
professional development opportunities for artists, curators, and other artsfocused young professionals to help build upon the energy of Indonesia’s
vibrant arts ecology.

Located in Old Town Jakarta, The Wayang Museum is dedicated to Javanese
Wayang puppetry. It is one of several museums and galleries facing Fatahillah
Square. The museum building occupies the site of a church which was built in
1640, under the name of the Old Dutch Church. The museum has a collection
of various kinds of Wayang, such as the Javanese Wayang Kulit and Sundanese
Wayang Golek. Wayang collections from neighboring countries such as Malaysia,
Thailand, Suriname, China, Vietnam, France, India and Cambodia are also
displayed here, including collections of Gamelan sets and paintings of Wayangs.
A Wayang theater and a workshop of Wayang-Making are periodically organised
in the museum. Museum Wayang is open everyday, except Monday, from
9 AM to 3 PM. On the weekends, it closes at 8 PM.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

AKR Tower Level M Jl. Panjang No. 5,
Kebon Jeruk, West Jakarta 11530
Contact:

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Pintu Besar Utara No.27
Pinangsia, West Jakarta 11110
Contact:

(021) 2212 1888
info@museummacan.org

(021) 6929560

Web:

Web:

www.museumjakarta.com

www.museummacan.org

View of Museum Wayang, Jakarta

Courtesy of
instagram/museummacan
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National Gallery of Indonesia
The National Gallery of Indonesia is an art gallery and museum in Jakarta,
Indonesia. The National Gallery of Indonesia has existed as a cultural
institution in the field of visual arts since May 8, 1999. The institution plays
an important role in expanding the public’s awareness of artworks through
preservation, development and exploitation of the visual arts in Indonesia.
The founding of the National Gallery of Indonesia was done among the efforts
carried out to establish the National Cultural Development Center Program
(Pusat Pengembangan Kebudayaan Nasional), begun in the 1960s. Today, the
museum houses 1770 artworks by Indonesian and foreign artists, among the
most notable are Indonesian artists Raden Saleh, Affandi, Basuki Abdullah,
and several foreign artists such as Wassily Kandinsky, Hans Hartung, Sonia
Delaunay, and Zao Wou Ki.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Medan Merdeka Tim. No.14,
Jakarta 10110

Ruang Rupa
Ruang Rupa, stylised as ruangrupa and abbreviated as ruru, is a contemporary
art collective and gallery founded in 2000. Ruangrupa provides a platform in
South Jakarta for organising exhibitions, events, and festivals, also conducting
publishing services, workshops, and research. It also functions as a non-profit
organisation that supports art within the urban and cultural contexts of
Indonesia and beyond, often involving artists and practitioners from other
disciplines, such as the social sciences, politics, and technology. The RURU
Gallery provides a space for young artists to exhibit fine arts and also for young
curators to experiment. The collective also supports the development of video
art through research, documentation, and their biennial video art festival, OK
Video, first held in July 2004. Ruangrupa is located on Jalan Durian Raya No. 30,
South Jakarta.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Durian Raya No.30A, Jagakarsa,
South Jakarta 12640

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

Exhibition Visitors
at National Galllery of Indonesia

Courtesy of
instagram/officialgrafika

(021) 34833954
galeri.nasional@kemdikbud.go.id

Museum Art Gallery

(021) 29120790
info@ruangrupa.org

www.galeri-nasional.or.id

www.ruangrupa.id

Courtesy of
instagram/maldivotraveller

Courtesy of
instagram/officialgrafika
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Ruci Art Space

Salihara Art Center

Ruci Art Space aims to cultivate the rising awareness of art in Indonesia’s
evolving modern culture. Their name is taken from the Sanskrit word, meaning
“The Source of Light”, and “Taste” that reflects their ambitions to share the
works and knowledge of the creative communities. Located on Jalan Suryo
Blok S No. 49, Kebayoran Baru, Ruci Art Space exhibits a variety of mediums of
expressions for you to see, which includes new media, painting, photography,
sculpture, video and other. In line with their mission, Ruci enquires the creation
of a research book from artists that participate in their solo exhibitions. The aim
is to create a platform between artists and the audience - you - by providing
a space to experiment, develop, and contribute to our cultural identity that best
reflects today’s generation.

Located on Jalan Salihara No. 16, Pasar Minggu, Salihara Arts Center originated
from the Utan Kayu Community (KUK), a cultural enclave that was founded by
writers, intellectuals, artists, and journalists. Their mission is to make room for
diversity, artistic and intellectual property, to maintain the quality of freedom of
thought and expression, and to introduce Jakarta, both as a city and to its public,
as a source of art and science, with quality art products from within and outside
the country. Salihara displays a variety of the latest arts from Indonesia and the
world, both performance and education, in a creative and cool environment
amidst the hustle and bustle of the city. The arts center is open to those of you
who are interested in developing creativity and skills through art and thoughts.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

l. Suryo Blok S No. 49,
Kebayoran Baru, South Jakarta 12180

Jl. Salihara No.16, Pasar Minggu,
South Jakarta 12520

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 8319 1188
info@ruciart.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 7891202
info@salihara.org

www.ruciart.com

www.salihara.org

Courtesy of
www.ruciart.com

Courtesy of
www.manual.co.id

Courtesy of
www.salihara.org

Courtesy of
instagram/komunitas_salihara

Courtesy of
instagram/komunitas_salihara

Courtesy Photo by
www.manual.co.id
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A corner of a sunlit room
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Staying
Places
As the capital of Indonesia, Jakarta welcomes
countless tourists everyday, each going on different
journeys and trips. So it is really no wonder that
the city houses thousands of hotels and resorts,
each boasting their own unique take on visuals and
concepts of design. Whatever your travel needs are,
or how specific your preference is, finding a place to
stay in Jakarta is as easy as flipping a coin.
From the hip and Instagrammable boutique hotels
to the unique capsule hotels, you will be surprised
by the accommodations that can be found in the
city. Whether you are looking for a homey staycation
place, a high end five-star hotel or something in
between where urban chicness meets the reliable
comfiness of an established hotel, in Jakarta you will
find it quick to feel at ease. Welcome home.
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Artotel Thamrin
Ideal for fun and relaxation, Artotel Thamrin is located in the Thamrin area of
Jakarta. The hotel lies 9 km from the city center and provides accessibility to
important town facilities. With its convenient location, the hotel offers easy
access to the city’s must-see destinations. Collaborating with local artists, this
hotel features unique designs etched into their interior and exterior facade,
with the famous Darbotz as the artist behind their majestic murals. The hotel
features 107 beautifully appointed guest rooms as well as including highquality facilities, that set Artotel apart from other hotels in the city. They also
offer an excellent variety of recreational facilities, including massage. Enjoy
unparalleled services and a truly prestigious address at the Artotel Thamrin.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Sunda No.3, Gondangdia,
Central Jakarta 10350

Double Tree Cikini
Offering quality accommodations in the shopping, sightseeing, and business
district of Jakarta, DoubleTree by Hilton is a popular pick for both business
and leisure travelers. Only 5 minutes from the city center, the hotel’s strategic
location ensures that guests can quickly and easily reach many local points of
interest. With its convenient location, DoubleTree offers easy access to the city’s
must-see destinations, such as Taman Suropati, Monumen Proklamasi and
Immanuel Church. If you are looking for culinary experience, restaurants like
Seribu Rasa, Asuka Japanese and Sea Grain are all located close to the hotel, so
no need to venture too far. An ideal place to relax and unwind after a busy day,
at DoubleTree first-rate services and facilities await you here. Whatever your
purpose of visit, DoubleTree is an excellent choice for your stay in Jakarta.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Pegangsaan Timur No.17,
Central Jakarta 10310

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021)3192 5888
happening.thamrin@artotelindonesia.com

Staying Places

(021) 3190 4433
Jakartadiponegoro.info@hilton.com

www.artotelgroup.com

www.hiltonhotels.com/id_ID

Courtesy of
www.artotelgroup.com

Courtesy of
www.hiltonhotels.com/id_ID
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Hotel Monopoli

KINI Luxury Capsule

Located in South Jakarta, built in 2017, Hotel Monopoli is a distinct addition to
Jakarta and a smart choice for travelers. Embracing a reimagined classical style
building with a touch of modern retro accent, their design marries the pragmatic
with the romantic, creating a different vibe that stands out from other hotels
in the city. From here, guests can make the most of all that the lively city has to
offer. With its convenient location, the property offers easy access to the city’s
must-see destinations. Their rooftop bar and restaurant The Moon is the scene
stealer; situated next to the pool, with an all-glass roof and beautiful interior,
dining here is a remarkable experience. The property’s facilities, which include
a yoga room, are designed for escape and relaxation. Hotel Monopoli is a smart
choice for travelers to Jakarta, offering a relaxed and hassle-free stay every time.

Located in the cultural heart of Jakarta (and the 20-minute drive from the
airport), KINI blends the urban convenience of the modern capsule hotel with
the elegance and comfort of Indonesian tradition to provide a unique way to
experience your stay in the city. Only 2.4 miles from Museum Bank Indonesia,
KINI is equipped with two rooms each consisting of 17 luxury capsules. The first
room is reserved for women, and the second room for men and women. Here,
you can also enjoy a variety of interesting activities. Every Thursday afternoon,
guests will be invited to a culinary tour. On Friday afternoons, there are free
batik classes, while on Saturday afternoon hotel guests can play kites at Pluit
Reservoir - Meanwhile, on Sundays, free Indonesian language classes will be
held for foreign and domestic tourists.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Taman Kemang No.12,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730

Jl. Pluit Timur Blok K Selatan No 2 C-D,
North Jakarta 14450

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 22715665
info@hotelmonopolijakarta.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 66600725
hello@kinicapsule.com

www.hotelmonopolijakarta.com

www.kinicapsule.com

Courtesy of
instagram/hotelmonopoli

Courtesy of
www.kinicapsule.com
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Kosenda

Morrissey Hotel Residences

A place ignorant of the hustle and bustle of Indonesia’s capital, upbeat with
modern aesthetics and ambient of nature’s calling. Whether you are here to
work or play, at Kosenda you can fit right in. Inspired by mid-century modern
aesthetics, their 58 chic and modern rooms are designed to enhance your sleep
- down to their fluffy pillows, double down mattresses and our in house Kosenda
amenities. Get a taste of classy dining, peranakan flavours with a twist creating
local ambience at their Waha Kitchen. Lively tunes on their urban jungle rooftop
bar The Awan are always playing. You can also try their 127 Cafe, where you can
immerse yourself in the midst of mid-century furniture, the ambient noise of the
flowing water and the chirping of the birds as you grab your caffeine fix.

A modern serviced apartment situated within the central business district
of Menteng, business travelers visiting Jakarta will be highly pleased with
this venue. Their design, boasting a rustic industrial-style interior that bears
resemblance to Brooklyn’s townhouses gives a youthful, modern feel, with the
dark wooden floors constrasting the white and exposed brick walls, an interior
design choice that’s hard to find in the city, making Morrissey truly stands out.
To experience a great culinary adventure, no need to leave the hotel - their Ocha
& Bella restaurant and bar offers a chic indoor and alfresco dining space with an
Italian and Japanese fusion cuisine. With unique vibes and top facilities, staying
at Morrissey Hotel Residences will ensure a memorable vacation in Jakarta.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. KH. Wahid Hasyim No.127,
Jakarta 10240

Jl. KH. Wahid Hasyim No.70,
Kebon Sirih, Central Jakarta 10340

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 31936868
info@kosendahotel.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 29933333
reservation@iammorrissey.co

www.kosendahotel.com

www.iammorrissey.co

Courtesy of
instagram/kosendahotel

Courtesy of
www.iammorrissey.co
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The Gunawarman

Yello Hotel Harmoni

If what you’re looking for is an elegant hotel in Jakarta, look no further than The
Gunawarman. The Gunawarman has three different themed room concepts,
which are The White Room, The Wood Room, and The Mansard Room. The
White Room concept boasts cornice detailing and striking bay windows
overlooking the city view, surrounded by simplicity and serene, meanwhile The
Wood Room concept with its refined ambiance through the entire wood paneling
is a reminiscence of cultured luxury. The Mansard Room concept exudes a warm
and laidback atmosphere with its sloping roof and intimate, romantic nuances,
with a combination of modern and English style furnitures. All three concepts
offer a classic and deluxe suite. An elegant choice for travelers of Jakarta, The
Gunawarman has everything for you, and more. Many more.

A trendy 3-star hotel in Harmoni, Central Jakarta, Yello Hotel Harmoni is less
than 40 minutes from Soekarno Hatta International Airport & Jakarta Kota Train
Station. Yello features a range of tech-friendly facilities to ensure a great stay
in Jakarta. At Yello, it’s easy to forget that you are staying at a hotel because of
their eclectic design and unique, hi-tech facilities. With bright-yellow accents
everywhere and urban-vibed accents, you’ll feel energized immediately. Their
Gaming Station and Netzone area are certainly a welcomed addition for those
who are young at heart and surfs the web compulsively, while the Chill Spot
Lounge is perfect for hanging out and planning the day. No need to leave the
hotel to grab a tasty meal, because their 24-hour street food-inspired Wok n
Tok Restaurant is ready.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No.3,
Kebayoran Baru, South Jakarta 12110

Jl. Hayam Wuruk No.6,
Gambir, Central Jakarta 10120

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(021) 2277 0007
contact@thegunawarman.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(021) 22035000
reservation-yello-harmoni@tauzia.com

www.thegunawarman.co

www.yellohotels.com

Courtesy of
www.thegunawarman.co

Courtesy of
www.yellohotels.com
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Stylish woman carrying shopping bags
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Shopping
Points
As the capital city of Indonesia, Jakarta is also the
business center of the nation, which means that you will
never run out of options for your shopping needs - from
upscale stores, to automotive parts, to antique, rare
items, you can find it in Jakarta, no matter how specific.
For starters, if you are looking for something more on
the high-end spectrum, don’t hesitate to hit any of the
popular malls in the city. Hunting for jewelries and rare
gemstones? Looking for fabrics and textiles?
We got them!
In need of something specific, like vinyls and cassette
tapes? Jakarta has just the perfect place for you. Just
wanting to stroll around and check what’s in store?
Awesome, you got it, come on over! So tighten your
shoelaces and prepare yourself for the next shopping
spree day. Ready, set, and go!
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Blok M
Square
Address:

Jl. Melawai 5, RT.3/RW.1, Kebayoran
Baru, South Jakarta 12160
Web:

www.blokmsquare.co.id
Let us guide you there!

Shopping Points

Mayestik
Market
Courtesy of
www.blokmsquare.co.id

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.

Chapter One :
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Courtesy of
Kompas/Hendra A Setyawan

Blok M Square is one of the largest trade malls in
South Jakarta. Built on an area of 2.12 Hectare on
Jalan Melawai V, this mall boasts the concept of
an integration between a shopping centre, offices
and entertainment. Here, you can shop for various
things, ranging from fashion, food, to automotive
parts, even vinyls and tapes of Indonesian music.
Because of this Blok M Square is crowded everyday
of the week. Blok M Square is also a hidden gem
for foodies. Traditional, Western and anything in
between are available here. In addition, surrounding
the mall is “Little Tokyo” area, where you can find
authentic Japanese food.

Display Batik at Mayestik Market

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Tebah III No.14, RT.14/RW.3,
South Jakarta 12120
Instagram:

pasar_mayestik
Let us guide you there!

Locally known as Pasar Mayestik, this place is
a modern traditional market located in Kebayoran
Baru. Mayestik had already existed since the
1950s. If you’re looking for nostalgic and authentic
Jakarta street food, this place is the way to go.
Other stuff like cosmetics, jewelry, groceries, and
sports equipment, almost everything one needs for
daily life is also available in this market; however
it is famous for its clothing and tailors selections,
specifically textiles. Good quality Batik and Kain
Tenuns, and everything related to fabrics, costume
making, and sewing supplies are available.

Courtesy of
www.centralparkjakarta.com

Pasar
Baru

Central
Park

Pasar Baru view, Jakarta

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Letjen S. Parman No. 28,
Grogol, West Jakarta 11470
Web:

www.centralparkjakarta.com
Let us guide you there!

Inaugurated on September 9th, 2009, Central Park
Mall is part of a massive complex that also consists
of an office tower, 3 apartments and the Pullman
Jakarta Central Park; collectively, this building
complex is one of the largest in the world. As the
name suggests, the design of the mall is influenced
by Central Park in New York. If you could think about
it, you could find it here. From food, fashion, movies,
even a skating rink. There is no denying the fact that
Central Park is an ideal place if you want to get some
serious shopping done.
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Open Daily 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pasar Baru Sawah Besar,
Jakarta 10710
Web:

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id
Let us guide you there!

Established in 1820, Pasar Baru is one of the oldest
shopping districts in Jakarta. It’s filled with numbers
of shops, restaurants and also several shopping
centers. Most shops here sell textiles, shoes, clothes
and other fashion products. Culturally, the market
and the area surrounding demonstrates a fusion
of Indonesian, Dutch colonial, Chinese and Indian
cultures. It is popularly known as Jakarta’s Little
India, where Indian Indonesians establish their
textile business. You can find almost everything
under the sun here, not just textiles.
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Shopping Points

Shop at Surabaya Street, Jakarta

Pasar
Rawa Bening

Surabaya
Street
Gems Collection
at Pasar Rawa Bening, Jakarta

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Bekasi Barat No.4, RW.2,
Jatinegara, East Jakarta 13350
Web:

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id
Let us guide you there!

Gem enthusiasts in the capital city have been spoiled
for a long time by the presence of the Rawa Bening
Market, aka the Jakarta Gems Center. The place
has been around since the 80’s, with an area of 1.4
hectares, your shopping experience is going to be
made comfortable and modern, with 1,000 stalls
offering a variety of gemstones of various types.
A number of well-known stones can be found in this
market managed by PD Pasar Jaya. From the precious
stones like Ruby, Sapphire, Emerald and Aquamarine,
to Agates like Onyx, your options are endless here.

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Surabaya, Menteng,
Central Jakarta 10310
Web:

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id
Let us guide you there!

View a Tanah Abang Market

Plaza Indoensia, jakarta

Plaza
Indonesia
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. M.H. Thamrin No.9, RT.9/RW.5,
Gondangdia, Central Jakarta 10350
Web:

www.plazaindonesia.com
Let us guide you there!

Tucked away in the middle of Jakarta is a haven for
treasure hunters looking for a token of the past. It’s
Surabaya Street, locally also known as “Pasar Antik
dan Koper”, which translates to “Antiques and Luggage
Market.”, because stalls here also sell second hand
luggages. The 184 shops along the street offer you
antiques of all sorts: salvaged accessories from
ships, Batik, old coins, Wayang Golek, vinyl LPs, books,
and more. Visit Surabaya St early in the morning or
later in the afternoon to get more time to sift through
the items. The shops are open daily from 10am to 6pm.

Tanah Abang
Market
Since its opening in 1990, Plaza Indonesia Shopping
Center has maintained its position as the country’s firstclass shopping and lifestyle destinations. It has earned
domestic and international recognition as Indonesia’s
center of fashion, luxury and style. Located in Jalan
MH Thamrin right in front of iconic Water Fountain
Roundabout Hotel Indonesia, the place has all things
you need: food, fashion and entertainment. Plaza
Indonesia has also been home to several generations
of retailers and customers for more than 25 years. For
those looking for a luxurious shopping experience in
the heart of Jakarta, this is the place for you.
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Open Daily 7 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pasar Tanah Abang,
Central Jakarta 10250
Web:

www.jakarta-tourism.go.id
Let us guide you there!

Tanah Abang is a market located in Central Jakarta,
famous nationwide for being the biggest textile
market in Southeast Asia. Has been known to exist
since 1735, the market is the main textile trade in
Indonesia. Both locals and tourists visit Tanah Abang
for this sole reason; being a wholesale market, you
can buy large quantities of fabric for a low price,
because the competition between merchants is fierce.
Tanah Abang is also strategic in location. Only a short
drive from Bundaran HI’s MRT Station, you can walk
to the market from there in under 5 minutes.
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A typical day in a coworking space

CHAPTER ONE:
ADMIRING THE CITY

Coworking
Space
What’s synonymous with Jakarta? Financial and business hub
of Indonesia. Traffic jams. Ondel-ondel. Monas? Let’s try that
again - Skyscrapers. Diversity. People. With millions moving
to the city looking for job opportunities and better luck, you’ll
quickly realize that Jakartans are hard-working people.
In these modern times, mobility is a must; which means you
will see hundreds of people typing away on their laptops or
preoccupied with conference calls on their gadgets. This is
where coworking spaces come in. What better way to raise
productivity through the roof than providing comfortable,
high-tech places where you can work efficiently and
ergonomically?
From a millennial-vibed, eccentric coworking space to a
straightforward, no nonsense office, in Jakarta rest assured
you won’t have to trade productivity for leisure, actually, they
are not mutually exclusive. So next time the receptionist asks
for your reason to visit, don’t say either business or pleasure why not both?
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Courtesy of
www.cohive.space

CoHive
Open Mon - Fri, 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Mega Kuningan Barat Blok E.4.7
No. 1, South Jakarta 12950
Web:

www.cohive.space
Let us guide you there!

Coworking Space

Courtesy of
www.estubizi.com

Estubizi
Formerly known as EV Hive, CoHive is a hip
coworking space founded in 2015 by Jason Lee.
It provides flexible workspace, business service and
networking for entrepreneurs and startups. Here,
you can work the way you want; be it at their open
space, mingling with everyone, or at one of the
quiet rooms, you will definitely be productive and
comfortable. Need to rest? Take a break and sip
their free-flow drinks, or have a nice chat with fellow
CoHivers. You are also always welcome to come and
connect with others at community events where you
can network and get insights.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Wolter Monginsidi No. 71,
Kebayoran Baru, South Jakarta 12180
Web:

www.estubizi.com
Let us guide you there!

This coworking space located in the Kebayoran
Baru area carries out a creative and simple interior
design, providing a comfortable space supported by
high-quality facilities designed to boost your work
productivity. You also get the opportunity to network
with figures from various business and backgrounds.
Whether you prefer to sit or stand at work, at Estubizi
you are encouraged to be free and flexible. With a
cup of coffee or socializing with your desk neighbors
in your spare time, Estubizi gives you the flexibility to
create a motivating and positive energy in a working
environment where you can do better.

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Conclave

GoWork
Courtesy of
www.go-work.com

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 6 p.m..
Address:

Jl. Kapten Tendean No.5C,
Petogogan, South Jakarta 12170
Web:

www.cnclv.co
Let us guide you there!

Located in several spots across the capital city,
Conclave is a coworking space designed to help you
get things done. What does that exactly mean? No
superfluous gimmicks, no nonsensical playthings to
distract you from work. Here, everything is easy to
access, simple and complete - from their fiber optics
internet, to Espresso free flow and free daily printing,
Conclave believes in creation and collaboration; this
stimulating working environment equipped with stateof-the-art facilities will be the answer for your working
needs. Whether you choose to network, mingle or
plug into your headphones, the choice is up to you.
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Open Mon - Fri, 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Address:

Plaza Indonesia, Level 5 Unit E021AB,
Jl. M.H. Thamrin No.Kav. 28-30
Web:

www.go-work.com
Let us guide you there!

GoWork is Indonesia’s leading premium coworking
space with a mission to help people be their best.
GoWork provides inspiring and premium world-class
workspaces and fully equipped with amenities and
tools to help companies thrive. They pursue this
mission by creating business community platforms
for members through researched spatial design,
integrated technology and empowering content and
services. Their thoughtfully designed workspaces
provide not only a productive and collaborative
environment for teams to thrive, but also an
ecosystem of tools and a network of support for
businesses and companies to expand.
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Courtesy of
www.kenobispace.com

Kenobi Space
Open Mon - Sat, 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Gedung Colony 6 Floor, Jl. Kemang
Raya No.6, South Jakarta 12730
Web:

www.kenobispace.com
Let us guide you there!

Coworking Space

Courtesy of
www.tier-space.com

TierSpace
Established in 2016, Kenobi Space has been serving
Jakartans as a working space for small-medium
enterprises, freelancers and a community space
for Arts and business-related programs. Located in
Gedung Colony, Kemang, this coworking space offers
a variety of facilities ranging from a private office area
that can accommodate up to eight people, a meeting
room, an auditorium, and a coworking room that can
accommodate up to sixty people. Besides being used
for workshops, seminars and meetups, Kenobi Space
is also a meeting place for the film fan community,
the Jakarta Cinema Club.

Open Mon - Sat, 9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Bakti No.10, Kebayoran Baru,
South Jakarta 12180
Web:

www.tier-space.com
Let us guide you there!

Located in the heart of Jakarta, you will instantly
get your creative juices flowing once you set your
foot in TierSpace. Combining minimalist and
industrial architectural designs, TierSpace offers
collaborative coworking space facilities in the
Senopati area, South Jakarta. This is a place fostering
an innovative atmosphere, so come aboard and
experience a collaborative workspace; interact with
awesome people, exchange fresh ideas, and start
creating. Connect, collaborate, share ideas, or make
something brilliant with new people or friends.
Whether you’re an entrepreneur or a fresh start-up
owner, TierSpace is definitely your place.

Courtesy of
instagram/kolega

Wellspaces

Kolega

Courtesy of
www.wellspaces.co

Open Mon - Fri, 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Tebet Raya No.53, Tebet,
South Jakarta 12810
Web:

www.kolega.co
Let us guide you there!

Opened in 2015, Kolega strives to provide the
ecosystem that empowers collaboration, diversity and
knowledge sharing. Kolega was first present in Tebet,
an area that is quite popular with young people in
Jakarta. By being in a strategic location, Kolega aims to
be a collaborative place for various startups, players in
the creative industry, freelancers, entrepreneurs, and
students. They are now also present in the Senopati,
Antasari, and various other locations in South Jakarta.
Apart from being a place of work, Kolega is also used
as a venue for various kinds of events. They themselves
also hold regular monthly events in collaboration
with startups or entrepreneurship activists .
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Open Daily 24 hours
Address:

Jl. Bangka XII No.4, Pela Mampang,
South Jakarta 12720
Web:

www.wellspaces.co
Let us guide you there!

Formerly known as Freeware Spaces, Wellspaces
provides a network of coworking spaces under the
same name, which involves many startups in the
realms of technology, fashion, and entertainment.
Their mission? To be your everyday space to grow
and scale that connects you with everything inspiring
and making you feel well. Wellspaces offers shared
working stations for those who want to work
together, as well as private office space for members
who want a more personal working atmosphere.
They also hold public events regularly, so you also
have the opportunity to network with several other
startups or entrepreneurs, and even investors.
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Tastes
Across
The City

Pedestrian bridge with skyscrapers
at night time in Jakarta

Coffee for two

CHAPTER TWO:
TASTES ACROSS THE CITY

Caffeine
Stops
Now onto the next activity – but first, coffee. As the fourthlargest producer of coffee in the world, Indonesia is a place
of fascinating coffee variations. No better place to start your
wonderful journey than Jakarta, a city of a thousand cafes.
Like mushrooms in the rainy season, a new cafe sprouts
every day in the city. Here, you will never run out of cafes to
try even until the heat death of the universe - hyperbolic, but
that’s just how much Jakartans love coffee. Even the jokes
and pick-up lines are coffee-related.
Itching to get your caffeine fix? Seeing red from withdrawal
symptoms? From creamy Frappes to wow-that’s-bitter
Americanos, even the pickiest and most condescending
coffee enthusiast will find something to love in the city.
You just need to know where to go. So move your eyes
down a few inches more and read up
on Jakarta’s best cafes.
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Anomali
Coffee
Kemang
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Raya No.72,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

anomalicoffee
Let us guide you there!

Caffeine Stops

Chapter Two :
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Courtesy of
instagram/anomalico

Caffeine Stops

Courtesy of
instagram/beaujkt

BEAU
Bakery
Established in 2007, Anomali Coffee is a coffee roaster
company providing specialty coffee that signifies
a designated premium quality of the coffee in your
cup. As a coffee roaster company, Anomali’s product
is made for coffee connoisseurs and upscale hotels,
restaurants and household consumption. Anomali
Coffee offers a variety of coffee beans from all over
Indonesia, each region with its own original coffee.
Their products are made passionately using only the
best quality ingredients. Anomali Coffee faithfully
promotes and curates Indonesian Specialty Coffee
through experience and education, introducing them
as one of Indonesian heritage.

Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Panglima Polim IX No.15,
South Jakarta 12160
Instagram:

beaujkt
Let us guide you there!

Founded by Le Cordon Bleu’s graduate Talita
Setyadi, BEAU’s HQ and main Bakery is situated
in Jl. Panglima Polim, and has been serving over
100 different varieties of bread, pastries, cakes,
and eclairs, and is now supplying to 80+ cafes,
restaurants and hotels in the city. With diverse and
loyal customers ranging from expats, to Athleisurewearing moms, to Millenials looking for Insta-perfect
pics, to people looking for a place to hold lunch
meetings. Authentic French baked goods and cozy
atmosphere are not the only things that you could
get here, high quality coffee blend is also available
to fill your caffeine fix.

Courtesy of
Instagram/ felix_marthias

Arborea
Café

Brookland
Coffee
Courtesy of
instagram/ rooklan co

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Manggala Wanabakti complex,
Jl. Gatot Subroto No.1, Jakarta 10270
Instagram:

arboreacafe
Let us guide you there!

Have you ever felt like drinking coffee surrounded by
trees in a forest? If you haven’t, then this one place
can be a reference place to hang out with friends,
family or partners. Called Arborea Cafe, this unique
building is situated in Ir. Lukito Daryadi Arboretum,
and was inaugurated by Minister Siti Nurbaya during
the 2018 Asean Games. This is a place to relax and
enjoy nature; don’t even think about work, because
there’s no WiFi here. Because of its beauty, it’s the
perfect place for photo hunters, especially towards
the sunset, when the fairy lights come alive.
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Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Panglima Polim V No.60,
South Jakarta, 12160
Instagram:

Brookland_coffee
Let us guide you there!

Situated in Jl. Panglima Polim V No. 6, in the hip
neighbourhood of Dharmawangsa, Brookland
Coffee’s name stands for “Bro” and Land. At its heart,
this cafe aims to be a place where everyone could
engage in genuine camaraderie. What’s also unique
about Brookland is it gained fame and accolades
within the cycling community, albeit unintended. With
a straightforward yet delicious menu consisting of
breakfast and high-quality coffee, Brookland is more
than just a cyclists-friendly cafe. Compact, reliable
with none of the pretense, Brookland is the ideal
friendly neighbourhood coffee shop.
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Courtesy of
instagram/cafe_batavia

Cafe
Batavia
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pintu Besar Utara No.14,
West Jakarta, 11230
Instagram:

cafe_batavia
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/fillmor co

Café Batavia is best known as one of the oldest
restaurants ever in Indonesia. The Dutch initiated
the construction of this building in the 1830s with
the aim of establishing it for VOC. The interior of
Cafe Batavia is furnished with a 1930s theme. Their
main dining hall holds around 150 guests, and
features large shuttered windows which adds to the
unique feel of the cafe. As a classic restaurant with
a team of 5-star quality staff, it has attracted honored
and reputable international guests; Queen of
Sweden, Vice President of Argentina, Ambassadors
of the United States, and many others.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. H. Sidik No.7, RT.4/RW.6,
Kuningan, Jakarta 12940
Instagram:

fillmorecoffeejkt
Let us guide you there!

Jl. Suryo No.25, Kebayoran Baru,
South Jakarta 12180
Instagram:

crematology
Let us guide you there!

Located within a private residence, Suites at 7,
Fillmore is a snug space converted from a fraction of
the compound’s parking space. The name is derived
from a neighbourhood in San Francisco, abundant
with coffeehouses. Perhaps it’s no coincidence that
Fillmore and its surroundings are mostly occupied by
expats from tech companies and startups, an ideal
spot for those at ease geeking out in a spot that’s
hidden and secluded. Their rooftop on the second
floor offers a healthy dose of air to go with your
coffee, if not, just simply hide by the counter with
a good read.

Courtesy of
instagram/filosofiko i

Filosofi
Kopi

Crematology

Address:

kt

Fillmore

Courtesy of
instagram/crematology

Open Daily 7.30 a.m. – 12 a.m.

Caffeine Stops

This cafe situated in Jl. Suryo No. 25, South Jakarta
brings you coffee experience that’s elevated
through a compelling combination of Italian and
Swedish manner. With Crema (a thin layer of foam
on top of Espresso) attached to -ology suffix, it’s
obvious that Crematology takes coffee as a matter
of discipline. Owner Elliot Davernas hails from
Sweden, and the Scandinavian country’s element
manifested itself through the cafe’s minimalistic yet
cozy interior, with uniquely Italian-artisanal way of
coffee making. Sip your coffee, kick back, relax and
enjoy the present moment at Crematology.
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Blok M Square, Jl. Melawai 6 No.1,
South Jakarta 12160
Instagram:

filosofikopi
Let us guide you there!

Following the success of the Filosofi Kopi movie,
a film adaptation of the novel by Dewi Lestari,
actors Rio Dewanto and Chico Jericho decided to
turn this location, which was used for the movie’s
shooting purposes, into a real cafe. Filosofi Kopi
was very influential in the early emergence of coffee
shops that have continued to appear until now in
Jakarta. No WiFi here, because of their “philosophy”;
you are encouraged to talk and interact with others
at Filosofi Kopi. Just seconds away from the Blok
M MRT Station, come here and experience the
authentic coffee experience.
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Giyanti
Coffee
Roastery
Open Daily 9.30 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Surabaya No.20, Menteng,
Central Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

giyanticoffee
Let us guide you there!

Caffeine Stops

Courtesy of
instagram/s__venton

Chapter Two :
Tastes Across The City

Courtesy ofy
instagram/foodwaw

Courtesy of
instagram/jacksenmenardi.jpg

Giyanti Coffee opened its door for the first time in
2012 starting with only a small space hiding behind
a formerly Beauty Clinic. Originated from the
Javanese words “Babad Giyanti”, this cafe boasts a
unique, vintage and rustic design with nuances that
blend nicely with a touch of nature. Very artsy and
Instagrammable, this cafe is always packed everyday
of the week. Their mission is to offer high quality
coffee in a healthy way - meaning, without artificials
and sugar added. Giyanti prides itself from roasting
coffee beans to deliver the best and authentic taste.

Open Daily 6.30 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Address:

Gang Gloria, Glodok, Jl. Pintu Besar
Selatan III No.4-6, Jakarta 11120
Instagram:

kopiestakkieglodok
Let us guide you there!

Jl. Jeruk Purut Dalam No.25,
South Jakarta 12560
Instagram:

gordi.id
Let us guide you there!

One of the legendary cafes in Jakarta, Kopi Es Tak Kie
is situated in the Glodok area. Established by Liong
Kwie Tjong in 1927, Tak Kie’s name derived from the
word Tak, meaning wise man, and Kie, which means
easy to remember. Relying on classic buildings and
interiors, Tak Kie’s menu only consists of black coffee
and milk coffee, served with or without ice - but don’t
be fooled, these items are beyond legendary. The
seductive aroma of coffee combined with creamy,
indulgent milk and refreshing ice is perfect for any
time of the day. Come and taste a slice of heaven at
Kopi Es Tak Kie.

Courtesy of
instagram/kopikalyan

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Kopi Kalyan
Barito

Gordi HQ
Address:

Courtesy of
instagram/deddyhuang

Kopi
Es Tak Kie

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Open Daily 7.30 a.m. – 7.30 p.m.

Caffeine Stops

For those who haven’t heard of the name yet, Gordi
has been running since 2015 as the first coffee
subscription in the country. The service facilitates
the consumers with two different mystery coffee
blends, selected from different coffee roasters in
Indonesia, sent bi-weekly to their doorsteps. With
a system similar to its online service, Gordi HQ
serves two selections of coffee blends that are
rotated bi-weekly. Pick your favourite beans (or
even both) then pair it with your favourite pastry,
which is sourced from Levant Boulangerie, and
while the afternoon away with ease.
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Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Barito II No.19, Kramat Pela,
South Jakarta 12130
Instagram:

kopikalyan
Let us guide you there!

Despite being fairly new to the block, Kopi Kalyan isn’t
immune to the swarming number of café-goers from
around the area. Situated right in the heart of Blok M,
the venue welcomes you to a buzzy ambiance made
of the sound of the steaming coffee machine, dining
families and youths chatting and working to catch
a deadline on their laptops. At Kalyan Barito, the cafe
offers an exclusive extension of their menu, the Roti
Kalyan. Good to pair with their beautifully brewed
cup o’ joes, the selection of stuffed bread is bound to
satisfy a wide range of sweet cravings.
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Courtesy of
instagram/hello_mrsunday

MisterSunday

Kopi
Nalar
Courtesy of
ma ala ott nco

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Prof. Joko Sutono SH No.7,
Petogogan, South Jakarta 12160
Instagram:

kopinalar
Let us guide you there!

co i

This cafe situated in the hip Senopati area offers
a warm and homey atmosphere, suitable for those
of you who want to hang out with friends or do
assignments, accompanied by a cup of coffee. What
makes Kopi Nalar a favorite amongst people of all
ages is its dependability; the coffee is delicious, the
place is beautiful yet comfortable, easy to find and
the price is reasonable. With all these plus points,
it is really not that hard to understand why Kopi
Nalar is so popular. Once you’re there, you’re
guaranteed to stay for a long time.

Courtesy of
instagram/k oco

Address:

Jl. Wirajasa Blok ZN No. 1,
East Jakarta 13620
Instagram:

kyocoffee.id
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Cikajang No.30, Petogogan,
South Jakarta 12170
Instagram:

hello_mrsunday
Let us guide you there!

Mister Sunday cafe was started from an online
brownies business that has developed into a cafe
serving comfort food with an Asian twist. Coffee is
not the only thing they’re an expert at. Their curated
menu is not to miss out, especially the home baked
Lindt brownies made of 70% dark chocolate and
quality butter. The cafe is located in Cikajang street
not very far from Senopati-Gunawarman area. Their
open-plan seating with natural lighting creates
a bright, refreshing space that’s complemented with
soft-colored furnitures, perfect to relax and enjoy
a cup of espresso or two. Your pick.

Courtesy of
instagram/

i

co

One Fifteen
(1/15)

Kyo Coffee
Open Tue - Sun, 7 a.m. – 6 p.m.

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.

Kyō, meaning “day” in Japanese, refers back to the
owners’ college days in Canada, where drinking coffee
is a utility to kick off one’s day. With their house
dark-roast blends, homemade pastries and standout
Japanese charms, Kyō easily piques passersby from
the get-go. While one may come the first time as
an awed guest, their second, third and consecutive
visits will be as a regular thanks to the dependable
Cappuccino or Cold Brew made with their special
house blend, freshly-baked pastries like the Vanilla
Glaze and Double Chocolate and small but fulfilling
bites of the Spinach Quiche and Apple Tart.
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Open Daily 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gandaria 1 No.63, Kramat Pela,
South Jakarta 12130
Instagram:

115coffee
Let us guide you there!

One Fifteen Coffee first opened in June 2012 and was
one of the first coffee shops that provided specialty
coffee in Jakarta. The initial goal was simple; to serve
great coffee in a place that promoted friendships
and collaboration with the community. The name’s
taken from the ratio of coffee to water with a ratio of
1:15 to produce the ideal coffee taste. In particular,
this coffee shop provides many variants of typical
Indonesian coffee beans. They also offer a variety
of main courses, delicious cakes and pastries.
Guaranteed, your hangout with friends will be even
more exciting here.
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Courtesy of
instagram/ottomans co

Ottomans
Coffee
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Address:

Sopo Del Tower Jl. Mega Kuningan
Barat III Lot 10, 1-6 Ground Floor
Unit 01-02, Jakarta 12950
Instagram:

ottomans.coffee
Let us guide you there!

Paying tribute to the Ottoman Empire, which first
introduced coffee as a delicacy and a stape to daily
lives, this cafe is located in South Jakarta, and is
one of the early players in the rising wave of coffee
shops in the capital city. The cafe boasts a visually
striking interior, with an amphitheatre, a park, and
terrace dining tied in a playfully colorful scheme
that enchants the eyes - the playful atmosphere
is contagious and conversing won’t feel dreary.
Their killer set of menu and high quality coffee are
guaranteed to please your taste buds.

Smoking
Barrels
Address:

Ruko Plaza Marga Guna, Jl. Radio
Dalam Raya No.3, Jakarta 12140
Instagram:

smkgbrrls
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Sunday
Folks

Courtesy of
instagram/smkgbrrls

Open Mon - Sat, 8 a.m. – 7 p.m.

Caffeine Stops

Roasting craftsmanship quality coffee since 2015,
Smoking Barrels Craft Coffee aims to promote high
quality coffee beans from various origins. Highly
selective in their process of roasting, from bean to
cup, everything is designed for an enthralling coffee
experience for you. Of course, if you come during
roasting times, be prepared to leave the location
‘bathed’ in the hypnotic aroma of coffee. For those of
you who feel a ‘serious’ coffee place is intimidating,
do not hesitate to step in here - there is art waiting
to be learned. Coffee is more than just a daily drink.
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Open Daily 12 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Ruko Cordoba, Blk. D No.17,
North Jakarta 14470
Instagram:

sunday_folks
Let us guide you there!

Tanamera
Coffee
Kemang
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Taman Kemang No.6, Mampang
Prapatan, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

tanameracoffee
Let us guide you there!

Revel on the decadence of artisanal ice cream from
Sunday Folks. Hailing from Singapore, this cafe slash
ice cream joint settles in Pantai Indah Kapuk to lure
you in with their fine assortment of homemade
flavours inspired by Indonesian treats and
ingredients. Like a true premium cafe, their setting
is as homey as it’s straightforward. Try their Klepon
ice cream or the legendary Earl Grey Lavender softserve ice cream that melts in your mouth and leaves
you wanting for more. So, set your next trip here and
don’t be surprised if their sweet offerings won you
for another drive back.

Courtesy of
anam ra o

Since opening their doors in 2013, Tanamera
Coffee has been at the forefront of the third-wave
coffee movement that’s taken Indonesia by storm
and since then they have shared countless highquality end products with thousands of passionate
customers. Their exceptionally talented head
roaster, Mr. John Lee sources, roasts and sells only
what they believe is among the finest. A popular
cafe amongst coffee enthusiasts, Tanamera Coffee
is situated in the hip neighbourhood Gandaria,
and is perfect for those of you who look for quality
beverages to quench your caffeine fix.
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Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Toko Kopi
Tuku
Open Sun - Fri, 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cipete Raya B No.7,
Cilandak, South Jakarta 12410
Instagram:

tokokopituku
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/woodpeckerjkt

Tuku is taken from the Javanese language which
means “to buy”. One must admire TUKU for
establishing a rather unheard-of twenty-four-hour
coffee shop. They are the pioneers of today’s wellloved Es Kopi Susu phenomenon, after all. Their Es
Kopi Susu Tetangga, the drink that concocts coffee
with creamer and palm sugar, has since become
a staple beverage for the coffee-laden Jakartans.
At any day of the week, you’ll see commuters making
their quick stop for a cuppa, and the rounds of food
couriers checking in on their smartphones for their
online orders.

Tujuhari
Address:

Jl. Wijaya II, Grand Wijaya Center B
8-9, South Jakarta 12160
Instagram:

tujuhari_
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/dedycasanova

Woodpecker
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Terogong Raya No.34,
Cilandak, South Jakarta 12430
Instagram:

woodpeckerjkt
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/tujuhari_

Open Daily 7 a.m. – 11 p.m.

Caffeine Stops

Started by Mark Soetantyo – one of the founders
of Common House, Woodpecker adds another
charming spark to the already burgeoning
coffee scene of Jakarta. The choice of coffee is
straightforward with little fuss – Americano, Latte
and Piccolo – that helps guests to easily identify their
favourite choice in this compact café in no time.
Post-lunch hours in Woodpecker often sees a steady
stream of young stylish crowds steadily pouring into
this cosy café. Without a doubt, Woodpecker has
already established itself as the meeting point for
the individuals among the creative industry.

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Yamalu
Tujuhari offers a space where exchange of dynamic
dialogues and creation of ideas can take place, all
the while offering specialty coffee and some light
bites to boot. Set like a multipurpose venue, Tujuhari
houses activities that range from talks and art
exhibitions to fashion presentations and live gigs.
With an apt atmosphere and delectable offerings
to accompany your daily grind, a trip to Tujuhari is
set to be a well-rounded one. Whether to work or
simply there for a cuppa, go-getters should feel right
at home at Tujuhari Coffee for some creative and
productive hours.
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Open Daily 11.30 a.m. – 7.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Deplu Raya No.16, Bintaro,
South Jakarta 12330
Instagram:

ya.ma.lu
Let us guide you there!

Encased in a quaint glasshouse complete with
a large backyard, the Bintaro-based Yamalu
invites visitors to shy away from the city’s frenzy,
accompanied with coffee and delicious grub. A step
into the garden, and you are welcomed by a single
glasshouse where the smell of coffee comes wafting
out, guiding your steps towards the sunlit venue
where the ambience is calm and collected. Rest
assured, wherever you pick your spot, it’s bound to
be a steal anyway. Yamalu is fittingly a place to shy
away from the city’s too-lively buzz, but certainly
don’t shy away from your presence here.
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After
Hours
Ah, Jakarta. Where the night is young. Where the fun is
endless and the Durians are… big? Yes, the Durians are big,
but what’s bigger is the list of bars to choose. Or, if you have
things you’d like to forget, the list of cocktails that will keep
you company until morning comes.
With endless options of bars to visit, Jakarta’s the ultimate
place to go bar-hopping and appreciate the bright side of life.
In need of a low-key hangout sesh? There’s more casual bars
in the city than you can count. Looking to reenact a bar scene
from a noir movie? Get your brooding face ready because
seductive speakeasies of Jakarta are waiting to give you their
moodiest vibes yet. Want to feel at the top of the world? You
will literally be on top of the city when you party the night
away at our best rooftop bars.
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Courtesy of
whatsnewindonesia.com

A/A Bar
Open Mon - Sat, 4 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No.79, Kebayoram
Baru, South Jakarta 12110
Instagram:

aa___bar
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/billions.jkt

Billions
Cleverly disguised in a nook of Gunawarman, A/A
Bar is one of Jakarta’s speakeasy cocktail bars where
lovers of finely crafted beverages can immerse
themselves in mystery. Concealed under its dim
lights of the city’s south. A/A Bar establishes itself
as the city’s ultimate hidden gem. With a reserved
atmosphere, a hidden entrance, and exclusive
seating, A/A Bar is where mystery meets pleasure.
Using a heavy amount of herbs, spices, fruits and
flowers, A/A Bar offers a truly one-of-a kind drinking
experience where each drink exudes a distinctive
mystery and class of a hidden establishment.

Open Daily 4 p.m. – 2 a.m.
Address:

SCBD, Pacific Place Jakarta Level P1,
Jl. Jend. sudirman kav 52-53, South
Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

billions.jkt
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/bart_jkt

BART
Jakarta
Open Daily 5 p.m. – 1 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Sunda No.3, Gondangdia,
South Jakarta 10350
Instagram:

bart_jkt
Let us guide you there!

After Hours

Lies in the high-end shopping destination Pacific
Place at SCBD, Billions is the new lifestyle destination
with a lot to offer. The multi-purpose lounge is
a restaurant, function room, and also a place to find
trendy nightlife entertainment. Its visual impression
is striking one’s eyes with multicolored neon light
gleams from the walls, shining through the wine rack
which naturally creates its psychedelic atmosphere
from the reflection effect. Through the sound of
R&B, hip-hop to commercial house genre, Billions
is suitable for post-working drinks, socialise, and
pitstop for expensive entertainment.

Courtesy of
www.biko-group.com

Black
Pond Tavern
BART (stands for Bar At the Roof Top, very meta
indeed) is perched on the seventh floor of Artotel.
The interior is a smooth execution of a monochromic
“uptown chicness”. When the evening comes,
stars are giving in to the city lights as they cast an
inconsistent glow on the green foliage that embellish
the place. The menu offers a diverse option of
drinks, while the food is a fusion of Western and
Asian. Have your drink in the open air, on the
rooftop... Now you can laugh at the traffic jam from
afar with a cocktail(s) in your hand.
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Open Daily 3 p.m. – 1 a.m.
Address:

Pintu IX, The MAJ, Jl. Asia Afrika,
Tanahabang, Central Jakarta 10270
Instagram:

blackpondtavern
Let us guide you there!

In a city with no shortage of bars, Black Pond Tavern
brings something old and new at once: a log cabin
in the middle of Senayan’s hustle bustle. Lodged in
Senayan Golf Course, this bar calls for a pint or two
for slow nights after work or just a lazy weekend
cruising. Of course, the bar lays it on thick with their
selection of craft beer and lager on tap to match with
a fine list of American, Scotch and Japanese whiskey
on deck. At Black Pond Tavern, there’s nothing but
homely fun to linger over ‘til dawn comes.
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Courtesy of
www.new.uniongroupjakarta.com

Address:

National Golf Club, Jl. Asia Afrika
Pintu IX The MAJ, Jakarta 10270
Instagram:

corknscrew
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.biko-group.com

Duckdown
Gunawarman

Cork &
Screw
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.

After Hours

An urban escape that offers elevated comfort
food, tapas, tropical cocktails, and the city’s largest
quality wine selection, Cork&Screw’s branch at
the Country Club, Senayan, you are guaranteed
to have an indulgent, luxurious and premium
lounging experience that can’t be beat. With an
unprecedented concept, the place’s hidden enough
to serve as a retreat, yet central enough to see and
be seen by like minded beings. Wine and dinners
under the stars? Check. Champagne-fueled pool
parties? Check. Live sets during the golden hours?
You got it. Experience the absolute most out of life.

Open Tue - Sun, 4 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No.61, Kebayoran
Baru, South Jakarta 12180
Instagram:

duckdownjkt
Let us guide you there!

While others are devoting themselves to RnB,
electronic dance and house music, Duck Down Bar
collides rock ‘n’ roll and good vibes like no other
does these days. Giving you the nostalgic feeling,
a reminder of some local college bars people used
to go during their heyday. This American dive barinspired establishment first opened in 2018. Housed
in an underground basement, the lousy interior
and the audacious posters covering the wall gives
another surprise to the out-of-sight establishment.
Enjoy your drinks and nod your head over 90s music
with a lively atmosphere.

Courtesy of
www.manual.co.id

Courtesy of
instagram/anakjajan

INDODINER
Bar & Diner

Ding
Dong Disko

Courtesy of
instagram/indodiner

Open Mon - Sat, 4 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Raya No.8B,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

dingdongdisko
Let us guide you there!

This club is nested right above Aksara and
unapologetically throws you back to the good old
times of the 70s. It reminisces over the space age
era with clean-cut futuristic silhouettes that are
old-school, yet it’s all tied up to today’s aesthetic
preferences by limiting their main palette to
monochromatic orange. Add the built-in bulky TV
screens, neon lights, rounded shapes all throughout
the place and it won’t be hard to feel the funk.
You’re more than welcome to dive in their intriguing
specialty cocktails that are yet another ode to space
and time odysseys.
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Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pluit Selatan Raya No.40,
North Jakarta 14450
Instagram:

indodiner
Let us guide you there!

This hip bar and diner is located in Pluit, and is
popular for its unique Americana-concept decor in
pastel colors. Upon arrival, you will be greeted by
the high-ceilinged, bus shaped building that you
can easily spot this place from the street. This diner
has two floors with nostalgic decors concept of
black and white tiles, neon lights and classic diner
counter stools. The second floor area is washed in
pastel pink decor from ceiling to the floor. Not just
pleasing to the eyes, their Asian and Western fusion
menu and endless drink selections are sure to
please your stomach too.
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Courtesy of
instagram/koda.jakarta

Address:

Jl. Jend. Sudirman No No.Kav 7-8,
Karet Tengsin, Central Jakarta 10210
Instagram:

koda.jakarta
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/llbrtyjkt

LBRTY
Jakarta

Koda
Open Mon - Sat, 5 p.m. – 12 a.m.

After Hours

Inspired by the music theory term Coda, which
means the tail of a musical piece so powerful it
draws the audience into a standing ovation, this
bar in Sudirman offers you an eloquent night with
masterfully handcrafted cocktails. This speakeasy
bar with flairs to flaunt boasts a dark yet gallant
decor. Their mixologist and head bartender Yutaka
Nakashima is ready to serve you bespoke cocktails.
Aptly named, Koda offers a place to end the night on
a harmoniously high note for patrons who fancy the
gallantry of crafted cocktails and laidback after-work
drinks to relax a long day.

Open Daily 4 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Elysee Lot 21 SCBD 2nd Floor,
Senayan, South Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

lbrtyjkt
Let us guide you there!

Pronounced as Li-ber-ty, like the Statue of Liberty
in New York, this is one of Jakarta’s many up-andcoming “it places,” specially catering for cocktail
enthusiasts, and also for anyone who wants to
broaden their palettes. LBRTY’s cocktail menu offers
two types: Skinny Cocktails that are relatively light
and sweeter, and Legacy Cocktails that feature
classic concoctions, all made with high-level
craftsmanship and meticulous recipes. The interior
blends art deco elements of the 1920s with a touch
of modernity. LBRTY absolutely brings a different
atmosphere, making it all the more memorable.

Courtesy of
instagram/leon_jakarta

La Vue
Rooftop Bar

Leon
Courtesy of
instagram/lavuerooftopbar

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cilacap No.1, Menteng,
Central Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

lavuerooftopbar
Let us guide you there!

La ‘Vue Rooftop Bar has one of the best
panoramic rooftop views in Jakarta. Their menu is
straightforward, while their alcoholic drink selections
are quite diverse. It’s quite hard to keep one’s wits
shortly after landing the final steps to La Vue because
the 360 degrees panoramic views of Jakarta are just
too much to take in. Wait until 5.30pm and watch as
the sun dives behind Sudirman’s skyscrapers, painting
purple and orange streaks to Jakarta’s skies. This
spacious bar is a great place to unwind after work for
evening drinks, while taking in the view of the city.
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Open Daily 5 p.m. – 2 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Wijaya I No.25, Petogogan,
South Jakarta 12160
Instagram:

leon_jakarta
Let us guide you there!

Located in Wijaya Street, South Jakarta, Leon offers
a sophisticated space for drinking and dining. With
the combination of vintage and modern touch like
leather couch, brick walls, cement floor, huge bar
tables, high ceiling and giant windows facing green
lush foliages, Leon’s decor is moody, seductive, cozy
and enthralling altogether. You are invited to indulge
in their wide array of delicate cocktails, and their
Western and Asian cuisine won’t be disappointing,
either. Enjoy a vintage-meets-modern ambience and
catch the rhythm with their fine music selection.
Enjoy life by the glass.
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Courtesy of
www.biko-group.com

Address:

Jl. Senopati No.16, Selong,
South Jakarta 12110
Instagram:

paopaojkt
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/skye_56

Skye

Pao Pao
Open Daily 10 p.m. – 8 a.m.

Pao Pao is a Shanghai-inspired bar and dim sum
parlour, dressed in a vintage industrial interior like
a seductive temptress. With bright red neon lights
that decorate the entrance as well as the bar
counter, Pao Pao has attracted loyal devotees ever
since its establishment in 2014. From the bar, Pao
Pao boasts an infinite list of liquor, perfect to hype
up the young night. Beside the highly-curated Asian
cuisines, Pao Pao’s house cocktails are mostly
seasonal, which depends on the best available fresh
ingredient of the season. Not to mention the range
of dim sum that arrives in generous servings.

Open Daily 5 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

BCA Tower Lt. 56, Jl. M.H. Thamrin
No. 1, Central Jakarta 10350
Instagram:

skye_56
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Address:

De RITZ, Building LT. 5, Jl. HOS.
Cokroaminoto No.91, Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

porquenojkt
Let us guide you there!

Located right on the 56th floor of BCA Tower, Skye is
a “Lifestyle Resort in the Sky”. Dining with the best
panoramic view of Jakarta, it’s your quick getaway
to escape daily hectic lives. This prestigious rooftop
restaurant & bar serves international cuisine, where
a selection of Southeast Asia, Japanese, Italian and
Mexican dishes are carefully prepared. Skye presents
delicacies and extensive options of refreshing
alcoholic drinks that could be enjoyed in its indoor
or outdoor area, adorned with unique Southern
American architecture. To get a taste of the Good
Life, all you’ve got to do is come fly to the Skye.

Courtesy of
instagram/thegunawarman

Sofia at
Gunawarman

Por Que No
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.

After Hours

Por Que No is a Spanish tapas restaurant slash bar
that takes its craft seriously to make sure all food
served in this establishment sticks closely to its
authentic taste as much as possible. The interior is
swathed in colourful details: bright plush cushions
are placed randomly on equally colourful wooden
chairs and on one side of the wall, hundreds of
colour pencils are glued together to form a giant
melting goo. From whimsically plated tapas to
gratifying laidback rooftop bar, Por Que No puts
the fun into a typical night out in town.
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No.3, Selong,
South Jakarta 12110
Instagram:

thegunawarman
Let us guide you there!

Prominently housed at The Gunawarman, Sofia
stands out as a popular bar in Jakarta. Known for
its delicious cuisine, Sofia offers a fused blend of
Italian, French and Asian flavours. The delectable
handcrafted signature cocktails draw the drinksafter-work and the socialite crowd, making this bar,
the one bar, to visit in the city Decorated with cosy
tables to seat small and large numbers of guests
dining, the ceiling is tall and so are the beautiful
French windows with lavish drapes – drawn apart
during the day to allow a golden sunshine to light
and brighten up this space.
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Courtesy of
instagram/starktaproom

Stark
Taproom
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Elysee Lot 21 SCBD 1st Floor,
Senayan, South Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

starktaproom
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/vol.bottlebar

Vol. Bar
Carrying a mission to produce quality Indonesian
beer Stark to the world stage, Stark Taproom is here
to be a place to hang out and relax for a moment
from the crowded capital city. Stark Taproom offers
a variety of local and imported beers and a variety of
dishes, from main courses to delicious dim sums.
A 5.7 square meter LED displaying sports matches
will greet you in the main area. Their contemporary
style wall clock also gives its own distinctive
characteristic that covers the unfinished wall behind,
creating eye-catching accents. This sports bar is
ready to make your evening.

Open Daily 4 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Suryo No.2B, Kebayoran Baru,
South Jakarta 12180
Instagram:

vol.bottlebar
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
n rific com

The
Swillhouse
Open Mon, Wed - Sat, 7 p.m. – 10 a.m.
Address:

Fairgrounds, SCBD lot 14, Jl. Jend.
Sudirman, South Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

theswillhouse
Let us guide you there!

After Hours

Located in Senopati, Vol. Bottle Shop & Bar offers
a wide variety of alcoholic drinks and cocktails with
unique concoctions to drink on the go. Their signature
cocktails are driven by flavors and types of drinks that
can make you excited. Abbreviation of the name ‘Vol.’
is short for alcohol by volume which is a measure of
the alcohol contained in a drink. Moreover, you can
enjoy a curated selection of music to improve your
mood and atmosphere, such as soft rock, new jazz /
broken beat, lo-fi to chill-hop or house music.

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Zodiac
Looking for a place to quench your alcohol thirst?
Head to The Swillhouse. Designed with bright neon
lights and illuminations and minimalist concrete
elements, it’s truly a one-of-a-kind work of art in
every way. Hidden away in Fairgrounds SCBD Lot
14, The Swillhouse provides a wide range of whiskey
and single malt Scotch. The Swillhouse serves snacks
such as Tuna Bites. If you want a heavier meal,
try the Carbonara Pasta with Soft Shell Crab. This
medium-sized club can get really busy on weekends
as it is the only club in Jakarta that focuses on R&B
and hip-hop music.
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Open Daily 7 p.m. – 1 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Senopati Raya No.64,
Selong, South Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

zodiacjakarta
Let us guide you there!

This bar-slash-nightclub on Senopati Street is
Pleasure’s first solid venture in Jakarta’s nightlife
business. There’s a permanent exhibition space at
the entrance, where Pleasure invites creatives to
showcase their talents in music, fashion and art.
The bar serves all sorts of liquors by the bottle
and glass. Clean and polished on the façade,
Zodiac is contrastingly erratic inside the walls as
the night dawns on the city, but in their own right,
Zodiac made it work to their perk. Experience this
establishment, dedicated for the cool kids, made
by the cool kids. Are you ready for a wild night?
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What do you need to ensure you finish your shopping and
travel list when you are visiting Jakarta? Money? Will power?
Almost there… Yes! Energy. You certainly cannot walk from
Blok M market to Plaza Indonesia (or stand around on a train)
if you are not eating enough. And you certainly cannot eat
enough if the food doesn’t taste good.
Well, have we got good news for you. Jakarta is known for
being the hub of all the existing food across the archipelago.
Not just traditional, exotic food, we also have international
cuisines made by top, Michelin-approved chefs.
Feeling excited yet? Or are you getting paralyzed by the
unlimited options to choose from? Think of this as another set
of good news; we have compiled all of the best places to eat
from just for you! From Chinese to Italian, from porridge to
dry-aged steak, you got it. Thank us later.

Instagram-genic Korean cuisine
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Courtesy of
instagram/acta_brasserie

Acta
Brasserie
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

The MAJ Senayan, Jl. Asia Afrika Pintu
IX, Senayan, Central Jakarta 10270
Instagram:

acta_brasserie
Let us guide you there!

Grounded on The MAJ Senayan complex, Acta
Brasserie by BIKO Group enthrals the city’s
epicureans with its slow setting, generous collection
of liquors and modern fares; woodsy tones,
a leisurely ambiance and wall decor that pay tribute
to the golden age of art and design. Acta brings
forth a full round of menu, spawned by the chef
Rui Yamagishi. For the drinks, Acta Brasserie keeps
their choices festive. Scan their menu, and you will
find selections for everybody; from coffees, beers,
to ultimately, house special cocktails and wine. Don’t
miss their desserts, such as the Black Rice Pudding.
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Chongqing
Liuyishou
Hotpot
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Suryo No.42, Kebayoran Baru,
South Jakarta 12180
Instagram:

chongqingliuyishouid
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/buburcaptiger

Bubur
Cap Tiger
Open Tue - Sun, 5 p.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cikajang No.34 A, Petogogan,
South Jakarta 12170
Instagram:

buburcaptiger
Let us guide you there!

Eatery

Courtesy of
instagram/chongqingliuyishouid

This traditional Chinese-style restaurant has its first
outlet in Pluit, but Senopati one is halal-certified.
Chongqing offers an expansive space, which alludes
to its oriental heritage through decor elements
such as colourful depictions of Chinese living, rustic
wicker lanterns and Ming-style furniture as well as
engravings. The signature menu, made with recipes
handed down through generations, such as freshly
made noodles, the brand’s specialty mala traditional
soup, and eight-hour bone broth will make you come
back for more. Chongqing also offers dumplings,
such as salted egg dumpling, and mushroom-filled
dumpling.

Courtesy of
instagram/daunmudo

Daun Muda
Soulfood
If there’s one thing that Bubur Cap Tiger has proved,
it is to never say never. With the colourful and moodlifting interior and offbeat yet hip branding, combined
with Bubur Cap Tiger’s delish food that’s friendly
on the wallet, your first visit won’t be the last. Just
as the name suggests, Bubur Cap Tiger specialises
in porridge. Chinese style chicken porridge, to be
exact - no need to ponder on what to order. All in all,
Bubur Cap Tiger is the perfect example of delivering
a humble conventional dish with a twist without
resorting to sacrificing its taste and tradition.
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Wolter Monginsidi No.2a,
Melawai, South Jakarta 12160
Instagram:

daunmudo
Let us guide you there!

An offshoot of Javanegra group, Daun Muda’s focus
on Palembangnese and Manadonese dishes are
complemented with aromatic herbs and unapologetic
spiciness that jolt your senses. No matter what your
choice is, each dish is sure to be prepared with
a generous amount of aromatic spices. The warm
and spacious interior is invigorated by the busy open
kitchen, and their attentive servers are always around
to help you. Indeed, splendid food aside, it is also
the affable and relaxed atmosphere that has you
planning for your next visit in Daun Muda right away.
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Courtesy of
instagram/demiebakmie

Demie
Bakmie
Open Daily 9 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Timur No.998,
Mampang, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

demiebakmie
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/gunpowder.kitchenbar

Gunpowder
Demie is a straightforward joint that leaves aside the
unnecessary banters and offers bakmie just the way
you love them. Between the Mie Keriting and the
thicker Mie Karet, both are al dente noodles with
a firm bite. Hence, what you pick is entirely up to your
preference. The joint takes inspiration from ramen
stalls but up-cycles the traditional look by opting for
hard concrete and a modern blue-hued palette. As
a trendy hangout spot, Demie surely breathes easily
into Pelaspas’ scene where youngsters gather day-in
and day-out. Without any hesitation, it’s indeed a
welcomed addition to your noodle place options.

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Plaza Indonesia - Unit L1 #173
Jl. M.H. Thamrin Kav. 28-30 Jakarta
Instagram:

gunpowder.kitchenbar
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/gioijakarta

Address:

Jl. Dr. Kusuma Atmaja No.85,
Menteng, Central Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

gioijakarta
Let us guide you there!

With an unrivaled view of Jakarta’s iconic Bundaran
HI from Plaza Indonesia, Gunpowder is a spot that
radiates comfort and class with intricate wooden
patterns and splashes of colors while guests dine on
some of the most unique dishes. Taste flavours that
represent a contemporary twist of colors and texture
of unauthentic Indian cuisine curated by Michelin
Star Chef, Manjunath Mural - a perfect blend of
signature Indian flavors in international classics.
Boasting a spacious indoor and semi-outdoor
seating area, Gunpowder is perfect for any occasion;
namely, the intimate first date or just a fun evening
out with your closest pals.

Courtesy of
instagram/koi_kemang_gallery

Koi Cafe
Gallery

Gioi
Jakarta
Open Daily 1 a.m. – 12 a.m.

Eatery

Located on the corner of Menteng intersection,
Gioi is known for its charm, which is very palpable
with its inviting and pleasant atmosphere. The
contemporary modern interior design is dominated
by a mix of beige on the walls, along with woven
tables, chairs and sofas scattered in several corners.
Their menu combines Asian flavors with Western
cuisine expertise with local accents. The Signature
Crispy Duck is a must-try dish with a striking balance
of taste and texture. At night, enjoy the atmosphere
and make sure to gather your crew and bring them
here to sing along with the live band.
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Open Daily 8 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Raya No.72,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

koi_kemang_gallery
Let us guide you there!

Koi has established itself as one of Jakarta’s prime
eateries, offering Asian and European cuisines. Plunge
into their spacious, trendy and cosy atmosphere.
Headed by Chef Benoit Claeys, the cuisine’s created
with the utmost care and attention. Enjoy the
distinctively “French Brasserie” food or authentic
Asian dishes, while tasting a glass of the wine of the
month or choosing one of the numerous international
wines or beers that are available. To top that off,
Koi also packed in an art gallery inside their venue,
making your experience go beyond food, but also
a little trip to entertain your art senses.
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Loewy
Courtesy of
instagram/callmeb3cks

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Selatan VIII No.67G,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

lawless.burgerbar
Let us guide you there!

Ling Ling
Dim Sum &
Tea House
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cikajang No.72, Petogogan,
South Jakarta 12170
Instagram:

linglingjakarta
Let us guide you there!

Eatery

What was born from a biker-slash-metalhead store
in Kemang retained that identity to create a burger
joint that will serve your craving. This cavern-like spot
features a tight corridor that leads to the two-storey
dining area, dark and poster-ridden rock and metal
band from the decades, and a dragon head cast
mounted on the wall. The play on dish names is a
touch of their personality, but Lawless’ character is
also of their burger treatment: full-throttled. Forget
the one-handers, with names like the Motley Burg,
Sabbath Burger and The Lemmy, every burger is to be
devoured on an empty stomach

Courtesy of
instagram/loewyjakarta

Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Lingkar Mega Kuningan E42 No.1,
South Jakarta 12950
Instagram:

loewyjakarta
Let us guide you there!

Discover one of the capital’s most stylish spots
with creative cocktails and classic French dishes.
The extensive drink list has a large selection of rare
whiskeys, backed by skilled bartenders who also whip
up quirky and novelty signature cocktail selections.
If you’re feeling peckish, the a la carte menu presents
contemporary twists on classic, home-style French
fare. Offering an interesting but accessible menu,
Loewy is a well-designed, 1940s-style themed bistro
featuring a buzzing, energetic, impressive 15m long
bar, lined with tall brown leather cushion-clad stools,
serving the best, stiffest drinks in town.

Courtesy of
instagram/monologco

Monolog
Courtesy of
instagram/linglingjakarta

Serving Chinese cuisines with a modern-casual
concept influenced with a touch of industrial accent
here and there, Ling Ling is more than just a dim
sum joint. Step inside, and you’ll find walls and floors
that are deliberately made as if they haven’t been
finished. Even so, the atmosphere remains modern
and relaxed. As the name implies, Ling Ling presents
several choices of dim sum and tea. They also offer
other menus that are no less tempting, including
noodles, rice & congee, seafood, tofu, duck, beef,
chicken, soup, small & eggs, and dessert.
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Open Daily 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Plaza Senayan Mall CP 101 B,
Jl. Asia Afrika No.8, Jakarta 10270
Instagram:

monologcoffee
Let us guide you there!

Whether you’re looking for a hearty breakfast to start
the day or a warm blend of home brew coffee and
tea in the afternoon, or even tasty cocktails come sun
down, Monolog carries an extensively varied menu,
becoming a favorite spot for the city’s urban and
creative collective in Jakarta. The sleek and casual
interior design can easily be spotted among the
line-up of gastro hubs that comprises its make-shift
neighborhood at the shopping mall, which pays
homage to the easy open spaces commonly found in
other urban cities such as Melbourne and London.
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Courtesy of
instagram/officialgrafika

Nidcielo
Jakarta
Open Daily 3 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No. 61, 2nd Floor,
Kebayoran Baru, Jakarta 12180
Instagram:

nidcielojkt
Let us guide you there!

Eatery

Courtesy of
www.anakjajan.com

Pagi Sore
Kemang
Nidcielo boasts a Spanish concept hiding Asian
influences that will wow you without bragging.
Roughly translated to “night sky”, they embrace
deep mahogany tones to complement the colourful
aura from stained glass fixtures on the windows and
lights. At the helm of the kitchen, Japanese Chef Shuji
Hino has combined the finest of his experiences
into a menu that exposes our taste buds to a unique
marriage of flavours. While Jakartans aren’t foreign
to Spanish flavours anymore, Nidcielo certainly
knows how to lure you for a spin through its medley
of flavours and dream-like interiors.

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Raya No. 30 11 5,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

pagisorekemang
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/osteria.gia

Pagi Sore is a Padang restaurant that was founded in
1973. With a premium concept presented here, Pagi
Sore presents Padang cuisine in a luxurious style.
Staying true to its name, Pagi Sore brings directly
the taste of Padang cuisine from West Sumatra,
throughout morning to evening. Their menu is
straightforward and reliable; Pagi Sore Restaurant is
also among those that still maintain the tradition and
original taste of Minang for its rendang preparation.
With its premium, homey and clean interior, Pagi
Sore elevates the Padang dining experience into
a whole new level.

Courtesy of
instagram/r47natjan

Restoran
Kamseng

Osteria
Gia

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/adhi_kz

Open Daily 11 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Pacific Place Mall, Ground Level Unit
G-05D, SCBD Lot. 3-5, Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

osteria.gia
Let us guide you there!

Bringing a twist to classic Italian eateries, Osteria
GIA serves the tastiest and most rustic of the
mediterranian country’s delicacies, combining the
charm of old Italian villages with home cooked Italian
meals. Osteria GIA uses the freshest and finest
ingredients - some of which are directly imported
from Italy. A carefully crafted menu created by Chef
Tomasso Gonfiantini will take everyone on a culinary
journey with the richest Italian flavors. Offering
a wide selection of cocktails and fine choices of
rare Italian wine, they also take pride in their wide
selection of wine with 73 different labels from all
corners of the world.
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Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Mangga Besar I No.26,
West Jakarta 11180
Contact:

(021) 6492319
Let us guide you there!

There are many restaurants serving porridge and
Chinese cuisine along the iconic Jalan Mangga Besar
1, also known as the “Pecinan” area of Jakarta - one
of them being Kamseng Restaurant. Their huge,
colourful signage is easy to spot from afar thanks to
its dynamic lighting. Kamseng is open 24 hours, and
famous for its porridge, namely the Fish Fillet and
Tiga Rasa porridge. What’s unique about this famous
restaurant is they serve their porridge in a claypot.
You can also try other dishes like the ol’ reliable Nasi
Hainan, or their dumplings for a quick bite.
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Courtesy of
instagram/sliced.pizza

Sliced
Pizzeria
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Terogong Raya No.75,
Cilandak, South Jakarta 12340
Instagram:

sliced.pizza
Let us guide you there!

Eatery

Courtesy of
instagram/toscanaresto

Toscana
Serving authentic Italian pizza with a minimalistic,
quaint shop, Sliced Pizzeria brings something
different into the Pizza scene. Offering a mixture
of classic and unique flavors, Sliced uses thinner
dough. To complement the delicious pizza offered,
Sliced also provides a comfortable outdoor area.
Here, visitors can not only eat one slice of pizza,
but also enjoy a cup of coffee while chatting
with friends. Try the Special Truffle pizza, made
from mushrooms, oil and truffle puree, covered
with creamy mozzarella, an extraordinary taste
sensation. More than that, they also serve a unique
sweet pizza menu, namely Nutella pizza.

Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Raya No.120,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

toscanaresto
Let us guide you there!

A straightforward but elegant restaurant that
served state-of-the-art Italian food, Toscana was
first opened in July, 1996, by Mrs. Ellyta Soetantyo.
Inspired by its namesake, Italy’s fifth largest region,
Toscana won The Best Italian Restaurant from
Jakarta Java Kini Award and Indonesian Tattler
Award. With the atmosphere of gourmet revolving
around eclectic food served in traditional style, it is
no wonder that Toscana is recognized by expatriates
living in surrounding areas; Finding the food suited
their taste, they became regulars and in a way,
created a solid base of customers for Toscana.

Courtesy of
instagram/unionjkt

Tesate
Restaurant

Union
Courtesy of
instagram/tesaterestaurant

Open Daily 10.30 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Dr. GSSJ Ratulangi No.39,
Gondangdia, Central Jakarta 10350
Instagram:

tesaterestaurant
Let us guide you there!

The name TeSaTe derives from the word Sate, an
Indonesian dish of seasoned, skewered and grilled
meat, so suitably, the restaurant offers a number
of signature satay specialties, like the Sate Sapi
Ungaran, Sate Padang, Sate Buntel and Sate Lilit,
with the favourite being the Sate Ayam Madura,
where juicy chicken is doused in a rustic marinade.
Respectably known as a restaurant with high
standards in serving traditional Indonesian cuisine,
TeSaTe strives to introduce Indonesian flavours
to local foodies, as well as to the international
gastronome. TeSaTe is the perfect place to indulge
your Indonesian culinary cravings.
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Open Daily 1 1 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Metro Pondok Indah No.225,
Kebayoran Lama, Jakarta 12310
Instagram:

unionjkt
Let us guide you there!

Union is where Jakarta’s residents go when they want
quality bistro fare, well-made cocktails and the best
cakes the city offers. Scattered throughout the city’s
most dynamic areas, customers will always see the
brand’s signature interiors, yet should always look out
for details unique to each location. The kitchen, led by
Head Chef Adhika Maxi, turns out comfort food with
a twist, while Pastry Chef Karen Carlotta creates the
famous cakes, breads and pastries. The bar, ranked
#39 in Asia’s 50 Best Bars 2019, serves classic cocktails
and concoctions with local ingredients, developed by
its award-winning Head Mixologist, Kiki Moka.
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Fine
Spots
Speaking of food, how was our list of eatery? Did you find
anything that you liked? If that list was not extensive enough,
or if your preference is something that’s more on the
(very) high-end spectrum, well, count this as your lucky day
because we have made your cuisine itinerary one step easier
by making yet another compilation of restaurants to choose
from. Save the applause for later!
Ever wanted to try the Omakase experience? Do you want
to dine at a place once visited by the President himself?
Have you had night after night dreaming of your very first
Benihana experience? As the immigrants say, make your
dreams come true in Jakarta. You will never dine in more
beautiful, breathtaking places, and you will never, ever taste
a more delectable, unforgettable, tantalizing cuisine than
when you are in this city. Now, get your table
manners ready!
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Courtesy of
instagram/71stomakase

st

71 Omakase
Jakarta
Open Daily 12 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cikajang No.68, Petogogan,
South Jakarta 12170
Instagram:

71stomakase
Let us guide you there!

Every guest at 71st Omakase is aimed to be treated
with the best of palate treats wrapped in complete
surprises. Chef Charlie and Rezka present the finest of
delights, prepared using the best ingredients. You will
be taken along the journey of culinary – taste, sight,
touch and sound. Guests are served with a 9-course
menu, ensuring dining is not a mere indulgence
of food but also a sumptuous experience to be
cherished throughout. Breaking through the ordinary
concept of dining in the city, 71st Omakase welcomes
you to indulge into a distinctive dining experience.
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Amuz
Gourmet
Restaurant
Open Daily 11.30 a.m. – 10.30 p.m.
Address:

The Energy Building 2nd Floor, Lot
11A, SCBD, South Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

gillesmarx
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.akirabackindonesia.com

Akira
Back
Open Daily 12 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Setia Budi Selatan No.7,
Kuningan, South Jakarta 12910
Instagram:

akirabackjakarta
Let us guide you there!

Fine Spots

Courtesy of
instagram/gillesmarx

Offering a luxurious, pleasant Jakarta fine-dining
experience, Amuz Gourmet Restaurant offers
contemporary French cuisine accompanied by the
finest of French, as well as other European and New
World wines, perfectly stored in a walk-in glass cellar.
The exclusive interior at Amuz, designed by Idris
Samad, is the ideal setting for a perfect romantic
dinner. The open kitchen allows the chefs to display
their culinary skills. Amuz also offers an adjoining
bar and lounge to enjoy special cocktail creations
or a wide selection of wine by the glass.

Courtesy of
instagram/animalerestaurant

Animale
Located in the heart of the city, on the most elevated
floor of MD Place, Akira Back essentially resembles
a beacon, with its radiant web of lights encasing
the entire building. The restaurant is named after
the founder, Chef Akira Back who brings a sense
of adventure and boundless creativity to his
culinary creations. Here, authentic Japanese cuisine
is prepared with a Korean accent, derived from
seasonal produce and artisanal sourced ingredients.
Beverages include a variety of sake & wine selections
by the bottle or by the glass. The bar offers carefully
selected specialty cocktails as well. Prepare for
a fantastic dining experience.
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Open Daily 5.30 p.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

MD Place Bulding, Jl. Setia Budi
Selatan No.7, South Jakarta 12910
Instagram:

animalerestaurant
Let us guide you there!

Animale delivers a lifestyle full-service restaurant
and bar, offering progressive American cuisine with
flavors from the of Mediterranean. Their mission
is to enable guests to use all their five senses for
a nostalgic and unforgettable dining experience,
not just from food but overall feel of the space too.
Their menu, as well as their interior is very much like
America; a balance of melting pot of cultures, but
with a focus on Mediterranean flavors. Guaranteed,
their innovativeness and originality will make you
come back for more of that “Animale” uniqueness.
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Apron
Grill
Senayan
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

The Maj, Senayan,
Central Jakarta 10270
Instagram:

aprongrillsenayan
Let us guide you there!

Fine Spots
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Courtesy of
instagram/aprongrillsenayan

Hakkasan
Jakarta
Courtesy of
www.hakkasan.com

Situated in The MAJ Senayan’s complex, Apron Grill
is a new restaurant specializing in dry-aged meats.
Enjoy live grill experience and the succulent taste of
their mouth watering 20-days Dry-Aged Australian
Wagyu, selection of premium Poultry, Fish and Shell.
Serving minimalistic yet elegant premium cuisines,
their Open-Grill kitchen concept is fascinating to
watch. Not only that, their attentive staff and Chefs
are more than friendly and ready to answer all of
your questions, from ingredients that they used to
their unique cooking methods, so don’t hesitate to
interact with them.

Open Daily 4.30 p.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

SCBD, Lot 11, Jl. Jend. Sudirman
No.RT.5, South Jakarta 12190
Instagram:

hakkasanjakarta
Let us guide you there!

Combining sweeping urban views and lustrous
ambiance with fresh cocktails and Cantonese dishes
paired with extensive wine list, Hakkasan elevates
Chinese cuisine to a whole different level through
an elegant dining experience - The kitchen teams
create modern dishes using traditional techniques
and the finest quality ingredients, meanwhile the
restaurant interiors are opulent yet intimate. With
dishes inspired by ancient recipes, an opulent design,
exclusive and enthralling ambience, a unique wine
philosophy, innovative cocktail creations, artistic
patisserie, and iconic design, there are many stories
that exist behind the scenes, only at Hakkasan.

Courtesy of
instagram/benihana_id

Henshin

Benihana

Courtesy of
instagram/henshinjakarta

Open Daily 11 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Plaza Indonesia Mall, Level 3 #120,
Jl. M.H. Thamrin No.9, Jakarta 10350
Instagram:

benihana_id
Let us guide you there!

In 1964, Benihana restaurant was opened by Rocky
H. Aoki, with the Jakarta branch being one of the
many Benihanas around the globe. One of the
specialties of this Japanese restaurant is the concept
that combines Teppanyaki with Full Entertainment
from the get go; the ‘hilarious’ and ‘entertaining’
chefs at Benihana are trained and equipped with
Tepannyaki cooking skills while entertaining visitors
with jokes that make the atmosphere fun and
exciting. Dining at Benihana is an experience that will
never be forgotten - you certainly won’t forget seeing
the exciting attractions performed by the Chefs.
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Open Wed - Sat, 5 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

The Westin Jakarta, Jl. H. R. Rasuna
Said No.69, South Jakarta 12940
Instagram:

henshinjakarta
Let us guide you there!

Combining sky-high views from the highest point
with authentic Nikkei cuisine, Henshin is an exciting
multi-level, multi-dimensional rooftop bar and
restaurant. Henshin invites you to savour the delicate
and elegant flavours of authentic Nikkei cuisine,
a bold combination of Peruvian and Japanese
culinary traditions that evolved in the kitchens of
Japanese immigrants residing in Peru since the late
19th century. This unique and zesty fusion brings a
remarkable gastronomic effect. As the highest rooftop
bar and Peruvian-Japanese restaurant in Indonesia,
dining at Henshin is an unforgettable experience.
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Courtesy of
instagram/kaumrestaurant

Kaum
Restaurant
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Dr. Kusuma Atmaja No.77-79,
Menteng, Central Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

kaumrestaurant
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/lequartierjkt

Le Quartier
Kaum, meaning “clan” or “tribe” in Indonesian, is an
authentic Indonesian restaurant from the Potato
Head Family. Situated in a homey house in the
Menteng area, the place is surprisingly very spacious
and high-ceilinged, something you won’t notice from
the outside. Upon entering the restaurant, you will
find an interesting and interactive art installation
by Jompet Kuswidananto. Kaum showcases the
recipes passed on for generations but which were
rarely recorded or shared outside the islands’ 600
tribal communities. All dishes here use no MSG with
all produce sourced primarily within Indonesia by
working with small scale farmers and producers.

Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No.34,
Selong, South Jakarta 12110
Instagram:

lequartierjkt
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/kunstkring

Address:

Jl. Teuku Umar No.1, Gondangdia,
Central Jakarta 10350
Instagram:

kunstkring
Let us guide you there!

Rooted in French brasserie, Le Quartier provides
an enjoyable dining experience with a touch of
class. Le Quartier, which means the neighbourhood
in French, is by no mean your typical French
restaurant. Gastronomically speaking, the food
selections in the menu do not stay put in the border
of France. Here, you can find Aglio Olio and Risotto
sitting comfortably among the array of French
cuisine, like Escargots Bourgogne and Foie Gras with
Blackcurrant Sauce. They are also more than happy
to prepare your favourite cocktail if you’re looking
for more than the usual classic choices.

Courtesy of
www.namaazdining.com

Namaaz
Dining

Kunstring
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.

Fine Spots

A heritage building from the colonial era that is now
a luxury restaurant located in Menteng, Central
Jakarta, Tugu Kunstkring Paleis occupies a list of
luxury restaurants that are worth visiting. The interior
of the luxurious restaurant is filled with baroquestyle interiors with a luxurious royal feel, classic due
to the influence of European and Javanese cultural
elements. Kunstkring serves a menu of Indonesian
and Peranakan dishes. In accordance with the menu
offered, the unique names of the menus are obtained
from Dutch, Mandarin and Indonesian. If you want
to experience being a Royal guest attending a state
event dinner, come to Kunstring.
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Open Daily 7 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No.42,
Selong, South Jakarta 12110
Web:

www.namaazdining.com
Let us guide you there!

Namaaz is the first molecular gastronomy restaurant
in Indonesia which serves Indonesian food as its
signature dishes. The founder and main Chef, Andrian
Ishak, is self taught and driven by both passion and
curiosity, using scientific techniques to produce both
playful variations on traditional dishes and wacky
new food pairing to create unique dishes. Inspired
by a multitude of art disciplines including music
and painting, he considers himself as a craftsman
that expresses his creativity through food. Each
night, Tuesday to Saturday, Namaaz invites you to
experience their set of 17 course creations, which
changes every “season”.
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Nusa
Indonesian
Gastronomy
Open Wed - Sun, 11 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Selatan No.81,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

nusagastronomy
Let us guide you there!

Fine Spots

Courtesy of
instagram/nusagastronomy

Courtesy of
instagram/omaelly.id

Nusa, short for Nusantara, means The Archipelago,
the homeland of Indonesia which consists of more
than 17,000 islands and 300 ethnic groups. With the
immense landscape, the country reflects its diversity
through its resources, cultures, and gastronomy.
Nusa Indonesian Gastronomy represents a piece
of each region through each bite, with carefully
selected ingredients and excellent presentation.
Using the best Indonesian harvests, Nusa cultivates
them using authentic cooking processes, and then
displays them in an artfully original way without
leaving their real tastes and genuine characteristics.
Come and experience the magic.

Hotel Kempinski Jakarta, Jl. M.H.
Thamrin No.1, Central Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

okujakarta
Let us guide you there!

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Sultan Agung No.7, Guntur,
South Jakarta 12980
Instagram:

omaelly.id
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/songofmarch

As a private dining experience, Oma Elly is very likely
to defy expectations for the first-timers. Still, like all
good things in life, never judge a book by its cover
for the six-course meal will win you over. Headed by
chef Andry Susanto, Oma Elly was named after his
late Italian grandmother. The menu is modified per
season, but with recipes handed down from his late
grandmother. Oma Elly is proof that dining is not
only about great food that excites the palates and
thoughts, but it is also about embracing surprises
that come your way.

Courtesy of
instagram/arif_b_s

Courtesy of
instagram/arif_b_s

Piquant
Jakarta

Oku
Jakarta
Address:

Fine Spots

Oma
Elly Kitchen

Courtesy of
instagram/sukiminthio

Open Daily 12 p.m. – 9 p.m.

Chapter Two :
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Helmed by Chef Kazumasa Yazawa, Japanese
premium restaurant Oku offers a modern take on
Japanese dishes combined with traditional flair. Fresh
seafood is imported from Toyosu fish Market, Tokyo,
twice per week to ensure the freshest and top-notchquality sashimi, sushi and other seafood-based
items. Its Zen-like atmosphere and laid-back jazzy
vibes makes it perfect for business lunches, specialoccasion dinners and after-work destinations; the bar
and lounge offers the same ambiance. Stocked with
a wide array of premium sake, whiskies and other
spirits, it’s the perfect place for that post-work pickme-up or an afternoon sip.
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Open Tue - Sun, 12 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Sumenep No.9, Menteng, Central
Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

piquant_restaurant
Let us guide you there!

Piquant is situated at Jalan Sumenep No. 9, Menteng,
Central Jakarta, located beside their patisserie shop,
Chicory European Patisserie. The place is just a
short walk or taxi ride from Bundaran HI, Kempinski,
Pullman, Mandarin, and The Grand Hyatt Hotel.
At Piquant, they offer a choice of Alacarte, 5 course
chef tasting, 8 course chef tasting and a carefully
curated wine pairing. The set menu is designed for
the enjoyment of the whole table. Advanced notice is
required for dietary restrictions. Offering an elegant
and intimate dining experience, here you can truly
enjoy Modern European Haute cuisine.
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Courtesy of
www.ruthschris.com

Twelve
Chinese
Dining

Ruth's Chris
Steak House
Open Daily 11.30 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Somerset Grand Citra Ground Floor,
Kuningan, South 12940
Instagram:

ruthschrisjkt16
Let us guide you there!

Get the best steakhouse experience at Ruth’s Chris
Steak House in South Jakarta, serving the finest
custom-aged U.S. Prime Beef with exceptional meat
quality and excellent marbling. Talking about the
taste, in Ruth’s Chris, you can try various signature
dishes that showcase New Orleans flavors. Their
special 500° sizzling plates and award-winning wine
list are the perfect pairing for any occasion. Whether
you’re joining them for a romantic dinner, a business
meeting, or just a drink at the bar, you’ll get superior
service and an unforgettable dining experience.

Courtesy of
www.eatvacation.com

Address:

Jl. Brawijaya Raya No. 26,
Kebayoran Baru, Jakarta 12160
Web:

www.the-dharmawangsa.com
Let us guide you there!

Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Dr. Kusuma Atmaja No.75,
Menteng, Central Jakarta 10310
Instagram:

twelvejkt
Let us guide you there!

View
Restaurant
& Bar
Since its opening in 1997, Sriwijaya at The
Dharmawangsa restaurant has become a culinary
destination for fine dining in Jakarta with traditional
culinary feasts performed using French techniques.
Their open terrace with all open doors, ensures you
to enjoy natural daylight. Several types of appetizers
provide teasers for the flavors of the main dishes.
The Soft Shell Crab menu uses traditional ingredients
such as tempeh, ointment, and Chinese petai. There
is also Mussel Fritters, which initially came from a
request from hotel guests from New Zealand, then
became a favorite thanks to its unique presentation.
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Courtesy of
instagram/twelvejkt

Inspired by the centuries-old Chinatown in Yokohama,
Twelve has raised the bar high by fusing a Japanese
flair into traditional Chinese fares within their
spectacular abode in Menteng. The menu, created
by Head Chef Daisuke Kamata, exhibits a finesse of
fusion one would reckon in Chinese Japanese cuisine.
As for the refreshments, their offering spans from
traditional Chinese teas to special libations inspired
by the twelve zodiacs, but should you feel like kicking
it up a notch with a preference, slide to the bar and
their bartender will gladly concoct a special mix.

Courtesy of
www.harpersbazaar.co.id

Sriwijaya
at The
Dharmawangsa
Open Daily 6.30 p.m. – 11 p.m.
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Open Daily 5.30 p.m. – 10.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Asia Afrika No.8, Gelora,
Central Jakarta 10270
Instagram:

viewrestaurantjkt
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/viewrestaurantjkt

View Restaurant & Bar presents modern European
cuisine with Asian influences using the best of locally
sourced produce. Led by Executive Chef Hamish
Lindsay, experience an exquisite a la carte selection
where every presentation pleases the eyes and taste
buds of the beholder. Inspired by its name, Chef Hans
also prepares a tasting set for guests to sample the
best with the Chef’s Point Of View set menu. Another
integral part of View’s experience is its bespoke
concoctions. Infused syrups and bitters are rigorously
house-made while seasonal fruits and exotic spices
are meticulously sourced from choice suppliers.
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Plant-based
Corners
As the capital city of Indonesia, Jakarta is home to many
people of different dietary needs. Vegans and lean-cuisine
enthusiasts of the world, we did not forget about you! In
this next list, we have compiled all the green and Earthfriendly eateries that won’t do harm to the environment,
your body, and your wallet.
From vegetarian yet authentic Padang cuisine (Vegan
Rendang, anyone?) to plant-based, juicy burgers, to locals’
favorite Nasi Timbel and Nasi Bali, non meat-eaters in
Jakarta are absolutely spoiled by the endless choices
to choose from. Speaking of choice, those who are still
transitioning from their previous diet to a green one, no
need to worry because it’s oh-so-very-easy to find plantbased restaurants across the city. And that’s something
worth mentioning, noting the sheer size of Jakarta.
So, are you ready to embark on this green journey?

Healthy or delicious? Why not both
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Courtesy of
instagram/bluezone.id

Blue
Zone Center
Open Daily 9 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunawarman No.51,
Rawa Barat, South Jakarta 12180
Instagram:

bluezone.id
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/farmersbowl

Farmers
Bowl
BlueZone Center is a casual dining restaurant serving
delectable Healthy Food preparations. A highly-rated
place in Senopati, it is praised for its timely service
and is a nice joint to visit when one is looking to
satiate hunger pangs with tasty, hygienic food at
reasonable prices. The founder of the Blue Zone
Center, Jason Tanu, has a philosophy of goal to make
Jakarta a “Blue Zone”, where people live healthier
and longer. Therefore, the Blue Zone Center houses
several health food vendors that provide vegetarian
rendang, vegan chicken katsu salad, and kombucha
on tap.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ciranjang No.9,
Rawa Barat, South Jakarta 12180
Instagram:

farmersbowl
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/burgreens

Burgreens
Pondok Indah
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Pondok Indah Mall, Jl. Metro Pondok
Indah No.3, South Jakarta 12310
Instagram:

burgreens
Let us guide you there!

Vegan Corners

Joining the healthy food scene, Farmers Bowl serves
up meals that show healthy food can be savory and
indulgences can be guilt-free. Healthy food is bland
and boring, and they do so by introducing us to the
wide varieties of healthy ingredients that can satisfy
any taste buds. With plenty of options on display,
every bowl is intended to include all the necessary
nutrients to nourish the body, and you can build
your own to your preference. Whether you’re just
starting your journey or simply enjoy clean food,
a plateful from Farmers Bowl delivers healthy and
delicious in one hearty meal.

Courtesy of
instagram/fedwelljkt

Fedwell
Senopati
Since its founding, Burgreens has been one of the
key players when it comes to the health food scene
in Jakarta. From eight in the morning, patrons can
enjoy options such as Einstein’s Breakfast Bowl,
where homemade granola and fruits are served
with mixed nut mylk. Or if you’re in the mood for
something fresh, have a smoothie bowl instead –
enjoy the Pitaya Bliss complete with tropical fruit
chunks and goji berry. Whether it’s breakfast, lunch
or dinner, you will find something to suit your
preference over at this branch of Burgreens.
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Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Senopati No.82,
Selong, South Jakarta 12110
Instagram:

fedwelljkt
Let us guide you there!

The healthy eatery Fedwell touts the slogan “a bowl
of goodness,” which alludes to the quality of its
offerings that are both delicious and nourishing.
Presenting it canteen-style, you are granted the
liberty to customize your own bowls with choices
- but there’s also the trusted signature menu to
choose from. Fedwell is not “just another” healthy
eatery addition to a city that craves more options
in order to start living healthy. And Fedwell will be
suitable for those who aren’t ready to go to the
extremes to make a lifestyle change, for example
eliminating meat altogether from their diet.
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Courtesy of
instagram/hunterandgrower

Hunter
and Grower

Loving
Hut
Courtesy of
instagram/lovinghutjatinegara

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Timur No.46A,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

hunterandgrower
Let us guide you there!

Hunter and Grower forgo formalities to become
a neighborhood’s joint in Kemang: embracing local
flavors, the restaurant also lends itself a space for
a mini retail corner bounty of artisanal lifestyle
goods. Hunter and Grower offer a fusion menu,
dissected to cater to everyone’s taste buds while
embracing local flavors. In addition to the customary
beverage, the fusion drinks deserve a try. Through the
establishment’s embrace of local flavors and the ‘hunt’
of local products, Hunter and Grower is very much
a reflection of the owners’ personality and sentiment
towards today’s conscious-living generation.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Jatinegara Timur II No.9
Jatinegara, East Jakarta 13350
Instagram:

lovinghutjatinegara
Let us guide you there!

Ray's
Bottle of Joe

Loka
Padang

Courtesy of
instagram/raysbottleofjoe

Courtesy of
instagram/lokapadang

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Sudirman Park, Jl. K.H. Mas Mansyur
No.kav. 35, Central Jakarta 10220
Instagram:

lokapadang
Let us guide you there!

Did you know that you can help reduce the
environmental damage caused by global warming
by following a plant-based diet even just once a
week? With the passion to save the Earth and all its
inhabitants, the presence of Loving Hut restaurants
is a starting point for those who wish to make the
transition to an environmentally friendly, and healthy
plant-based diet. From Western to local dishes such
as Nasi Bali, Soto, and Nasi Timbel, you’ll get the
chance to try various different vegan cuisines. Save
the world, one delicious vegan dish at a time.

As an eatery that serves up traditional cuisine and coowned by Talita Setyadi of BEAU, Loka Padang’s palette
won’t deceive. Loka Padang does well in concocting
food with all of the delectable gusto, vegan-style;
whipping up Minang cuisine in its plant-based rendition
without leaving behind the flavors that make it special.
To wit, their Jamur Krispi Balado is vegan ditto to the
flavorsome dendeng Balado by substituting the thinsliced dried meat with crispy mushroom. The update
on traditional local cuisine continues as eateries like
Loka Padang put a further twist on Minang cuisine
by recreating its dishes in vegan-style.
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Open Daily 9.30 a.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Warung Buncit Raya No.18e,
Kalibata, South Jakarta 12740
Instagram:

raysbottleofjoe
Let us guide you there!

At Ray’s Bottle of Joe, aka RBoJ, coffee paired up with
healthy food is a mainstay of their cafe. Here, you
are spoiled with a variety of bottled cold coffee and
vegetarian dishes that not only are delicious but also
preservatives-free. You have plenty to choose from,
like Balinese rice, Nasi Bakar, and vegan hot dogs.
Their coffee is also popular for a reason; sold online
and in several big chain supermarkets, they are very
in-demand. No need to question whether you lean
more on vegan or vegetarian, at RBoJ you’ll get to
taste the best of both worlds.
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Courtesy of
instagram/sproutsparlor

SPROUTS
Noodle Parlor
Open Daily 11.30 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. RS. Fatmawati Raya, Gandaria
Selatan, South Jakarta 12420
Instagram:

sproutsparlor
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/therootsid

The Roots
When you are craving noodles (almost always) but
fear what the carbohydrates do to your figures (a
moment on the lips, forever on the hips), it can be
hard to enjoy life to the fullest. Fear not! Here comes
SPROUTS Noodle Parlor. Here, you can enjoy a
variety of noodle dishes and Chinese cuisine that are
100% plant-based for your guilt-free carbo-loading
days. Not only noodles, but they also have Karaage
and Geprek dishes that are guaranteed to win the
hearts of even the most hardcore meat lovers.
Ready for a trip down the taste lane?

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Timur No.998,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

therootsid
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/suweorajamu28

Suwe Ora
Jamu
Open Daily 1 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Mbloc, Panglima Polim St No.37,
Melawai, South Jakarta 12160
Instagram:

suweorajamu28
Let us guide you there!

Fine Spots

Located in a corner of COMO Park, the establishment
is open and simplistic in design just as it is secluded
enough for a peaceful lunch spot. While the
restaurant is understated, the menu itself brightens
the mood. The Roots has a very modest selection,
but even from the ample choices on offer; from
chicken, salmon to vegan, western flavors to exoticinspired, they’re varied enough for anyone to find
one they will fancy. Salads will be less confusing
and more enjoyable with The Roots: their simplistic
yet generous dishes will fulfill the tummy without
breaking a buck.

Courtesy of
instagram/treatvegan_id

Treat Vegan
Kemang
Founded in 2013, Suwe Ora Jamu started as a simple
shop that serves the needs of those who want to
enjoy delicious, refreshing yet healthy traditional
herbal medicine, coffee, or home-made snacks in
a comfortable and homey place. With branches
spread across the capital city, Suwe Ora Jamu offers
house blend bottled Jamu in 9 flavors, which are
Kunyit Asem, Kencur Rice, Rosella, Wedang Jahe,
Reeds, Cinnamon Citrus, Sereh Telang, Asem Jawa,
and Temulawak Rempah. With the existence of Suwe
Ora Jamu, they proved that living healthy has never
tasted so refreshing.
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Open Tue - Sun, 12 p.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kemang Utara No.35,
Bangka, South Jakarta 12730
Instagram:

treatvegan_id
Let us guide you there!

Planted in Jl. Kemang Utara’s ring, Treat Vegan comes
to add color to Kemang’s current food scene. When
you first arrive at this place, you will be rewarded with a
relaxed yet playful atmosphere. Despite their humblesize, their menu is moderately refreshing. Serving guiltfree comfort food with Filipino and Asian twists, you
can expect to be spoiled with their home-cooked treats
that are unique, nourishing, and pleasurable. Though
they claim that their dishes should be enjoyed as a light
meal, some of their dishes can be quite satiating. Visit
Treat Vegan to enjoy a vibrant culinary experience
that is both healthy and satisfying.
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The
Authentic
Taste
Sick of eating steaks and burgers? Have had enough of
the ol’ pasta and salad days? Looking for a home-cooked,
truly Indonesian taste in a warm bowl on a rainy day? You
can’t get more lucky than this. From the humble streetside carts serving traditional cuisine to seven-generations,
long-established restaurants serving ancient recipes, your
culinary journey is about to get more exciting.
Aromatic blends of spices, fresh seafood, exciting mix of
fermented dishes, noodles and porridges - these are just
some of the authentic cuisines that you will find here on
the list. Breakfast in Jakarta? You can’t get more authentic
than a bowl of chicken porridge or lontong sayur. Want
something refreshing? Asinan Betawi is ready to rock your
palates. What about something more indulgent? Martabak
would like to say hi. Ready for a trip down the taste lane?
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Courtesy of
instagram/eat.time.story

Address:

Niaga I No.6 Muara Karang Raya,
Pluit, North Jakarta 14450
Contact:

(021) 6618901
Let us guide you there!

For those who are already familiar with the area,
Muara Karang is famous for its seafood restaurants,
being close to the sea. Even though there are
tons of seafood joints here, one that is legendary
is Aroma Sop Seafood; it’s guaranteed to be very
crowded even on weekdays. Don’t be fooled by the
name because they don’t only serve soup here.
From crispy fried squid to shellfish with Padang
sauce, expect to have your taste buds spoiled here.
With a reasonable price and addictive taste, your
first visit here won’t be the last. Promise.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pintu Air V No.55G, Pasar Baru,
Central Jakarta 10710
Contact:

(021) 3802588
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/penggila_bakmi
instagram/officialgrafika

Bakmi
Gang Kelinci
Courtesy of
instagram/al as afit

Courtesy Photo by
Devi S. Lestari / detikFood

Jl. Taman Kamboja No.10,
Rawamangun, East Jakarta 13220
Contact:

(021) 4707242
Let us guide you there!

The name “Aboen” is taken from the name of the
shop owner who’s still alive today. Even though the
place is at the end of an alley, hundreds of people visit
this Chinese style noodle shop every day, especially
in the mornings and at lunch time. The main menu
offered is non-halal noodles, such as Bakmi mixed
pork char siu and fried pork, with minced chicken,
beef meatballs, and fried dumplings as a complement.
What’s unique here is you can order noodles or
other menus separately without meat and pork oil,
because they are cooked separately.

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/officialgrafika

Asinan Betawi
H. Mansyur
Address:

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/officialgrafika

Bakmi A Boen

Courtesy of
instagram/eatandclicks

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/officialgrafika

Aroma
Sop Seafood
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 11 p.m.
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This asinan restaurant is located in Jalan Kamboja,
Rawamangun, East Jakarta. This food stall, which
has been selling since the 1970s, provides two
variants of asinan. The first variant is pickled
vegetables, which contain bean sprouts, cabbage,
lettuce, cucumber, white tofu, and fried peanuts
poured with thick peanut sauce and yellow and red
noodle crackers. While the taste of this culinary
delights really kicks. You can taste the spicy, sweet
and savory in one mouthful. When arriving, don’t
join the queue and order directly from the waiter,
because the line is specifically for takeaways.
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Open Daily 7 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kelinci Raya No.1-3,
Pasar Baru, Central Jakarta 10710
Contact:

(021) 3522288
Let us guide you there!

Established in 1957, Bakmi Gang Kelinci has been
through several transition periods from its humble
beginnings at Gang Kelinci in Pasar Baru, Central
Jakarta, to its renowned reputation today. One
serving of bakmie with additional topping or side
dish like meatballs and dumplings costs 31,500
IDR. Here, you can choose from three types of
noodles, namely regular noodles, curly noodles, or
wide noodles (kwetiau). If you like spicy, there are
several choices of chili sauce that you can choose,
namely tomato sauce, sliced cayenne pepper, and
chili sauce.
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Courtesy of
instagram/separuhakulemak

Courtesy of
instagram/angkytan

Bakso Solo
Samrat

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/the.lucky.belly

Bubur
Kwang Tung
Courtesy of
instagram/kayanyaenak

Open Daily 11 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Prof. DR. Satrio No.107,
Kuningan, South Jakarta 12950
Contact:

(021) 52905834
Let us guide you there!

Don’t ever admit to being a meatball lover if you
haven’t tried Bakso Solo Samrat. This restaurant sells
various types of Bakso, such as quail meatballs, urat
meatballs, meat-filled meatballs. Classic meatballs
and their mainstay menu, the rib “tennis” meatballs,
which include actual chunks of meat on ribs.
Their iconic thick and savory broth, which can be
described as gravy-like, is guaranteed to hook you
in for more bowls. You can also order tetelan here
if the meatballs are not enough to satisfy your meat
cravings. Make sure to come with an empty stomach!

Open Daily 7 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pecenongan 67 I 3 2, Gambir,
Central Jakarta 10120
Contact:

(021) 3865688
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Bubur
Ayam Barito
Open Daily 4.30 p.m. – 11.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gandaria Tengah III No.3,
Kramat Pela, South Jakarta 12130
Contact:

+62813 8148 8989
Let us guide you there!

The restaurant, which has been open since
November 12, 2003, is located at Jalan Pecenongan
No. 67 I, Central Jakarta. As the name suggests,
porridge is a signature dish at Bubur Kwang Tung
and a variety of porridge is available ranging from
chicken to mushroom porridge, however the favorite
menu at Bubur Kwang Tung is seafood porridge,
which is a rather large portion so it can be shared
between three to four people - so make sure to bring
your crew here. Interestingly, Pithan eggs (Century
eggs) are the mainstay of this restaurant, and are
sold for 30,000 IDR.

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Courtesy of
instagram/cicikuliner

Gado Gado
Bon Bin
Bubur ayam lovers, especially those in the capital city,
are certainly familiar with Bubur Ayam Barito. Located
on Jalan Gandaria Tengah III, Kebayoran Baru,
South Jakarta, Bubur Ayam Barito is never empty
of visitors. Customers can enjoy chicken porridge,
uniquely paired with savory cheese sticks (you read
that right, cheese sticks!) with a sprinkling of onions,
celery, and the salty taste of tong cai for 18,000 IDR.
Barito porridge is not served with abundant broth,
instead the porridge was instead cooked to dry
and appeared to have no broth. Come for a crazydelicious breakfast bowl of chicken porridge.
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Open Daily 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cikini IV No. 5, Cikini,
Menteng, Central Jakarta
Contact:

021 3141539
Let us guide you there!

Gado-Gado Bon Bin hasn’t lost its magical touch
since 1960. Located at Jalan Cikini IV No 5, Central
Jakarta. The name comes from the name Jalan Kebon
Binatang (Bon-Bin) which was the name of the street
in the area before changing its name to Jalan Cikini.
The iconic dish, Gado-Gado Lontong, consists of
boiled eggs, fried tofu, fried potatoes, bean sprouts,
kale, kacang panjang, boiled spinach leaves, and
shrimp crackers. Seasoning is the key to GadoGado, and the spices here have a unique blend of
their own. Their peanut sauce also has an amazing
balance of savory and sweet, making it addictive.
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Gule
Tikungan
Blok M
Open Daily 5 p.m. – 5 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Mahakam No.28,
Kramat Pela, South Jakarta 12130
Contact:

-

Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/seeisall

Jl. Kemayoran Gempol, RT.11/RW.8,
Ujung, Central Jakarta 10620
Contact:

+62812 1084 9492
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/visual_renaissance

Ketoprak
Ciragil
Courtesy of
instagram/budigsadikin

What’s so special about this curry? This solo gulai,
which has been sold since 1983, has a distinctive
beef curry flavor with fragrant spices. You don’t need
to spend a lot of money to enjoy this delicious rice
plus curry because for only 8,000 IDR to 10,000 IDR
you can get a serving of warm rice, curry soup, sliced
beef and offal and a sprinkling of shallots and soy
sauce, but make no mistake, once you taste it, even
one serving won’t be enough because besides being
delicious, the taste is savory enough without being
too much.

Ketan Susu
Kemayoran
Address:

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/kulinerjakartaoke

Courtesy of
instagram/ijoeel

Open Daily 24 Hours
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Ketan Susu Kemayoran has been around since
1958, founded by H. Sukrad. In the old days, their
customers consisted of pedicab drivers, bus drivers
and pilots. All of them were workers who returned
home late at night. Since this warung is open 24
hours, they all went here for meals. Here, sticky rice
is served with grated coconut and thick kental manis
milk and fried tempe, which makes it unique from
other Ketan places. You can get a portion of Ketan
Susu with only IDR 5,000. With the affordable price
and different yet amazing taste, it is no wonder that
Warung Ketan Susu Kemayoran is so legendary.
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Open Daily 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ciragil II No.24, Rawa Barat,
South Jakarta 12180
Contact:

+62858 6515 6117
Let us guide you there!

Kwetiau Sapi
Mangga
Besar 78
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Raya Mangga Besar No.78D,
Taman Sari, West Jakarta 11150
Contact:

(021) 6295340
Let us guide you there!

Having been in business since 1961, Ketoprak Ciragil
has become one of the legendary street food stalls
that still exist in Jakarta. Every day, this street vendor,
which is open from 09:00 to 17:00, is crowded with
people. Uniquely, even though they are situated
on the sidewalk, their customers range beyond just
the ordinary people. From the eggs to the toppings,
everything here complements each other perfectly.
The peanut sauce is surprisingly savory, and the rice
cake is perfectly chewy. Visit the iconic Ketoprak
Ciragil for an authentic taste of Jakarta.

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Finding halal cuisine in West Jakarta is notoriously
challenging, however it’s not impossible. If you want
a guaranteed Halal restaurant with a taste that beats
even five-star cuisine, head immediately to Kwetiau
Sapi Mangga Besar 78. Freshly made from scratch
everyday, their beef kwetiau is perfectly seasoned,
a must-have for those visiting the area. Since 1973,
this restaurant has served delectable rice noodle
dishes of various kinds - from stir fried to soup-style
with rich broth, there is something for everyone
here. Noodle lovers, tighten your shoelaces. Ready,
set, and go!
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Courtesy of
instagram/indrawan.irwin
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Courtesy of
instagram/maknyusbw

Laksa Betawi
Assirot

Courtesy of
instagram/foo.ga

Nasi Goreng
Kebon Sirih
Courtesy of
instagram/dad_dish

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Assirot No.1, Kebun Jeruk,
West Jakarta 11560
Contact:

(021) 7267504
Let us guide you there!

We cannot talk about the legendary culinary
delights of Jakarta without mentioning Laksa
Betawi Asirot. Serving authentically Betawi Laksa
with a recipe that has been handed down for
three generations, a bowl of Laksa here consists
of various aromatic spices, zesty lime essence and
leaves, and the creamy, savoury coconut milk broth
paired with chewy Ketupat cakes. Don’t forget the
choices of side dishes too, including the beloved
jengkol, tofu eggs and crunchy fried shallots that
adds dimension to your Laksa. If this description
is not tantalizing enough to get you hooked, then
taste the dish directly to get addicted.

Open Daily 4 p.m. – 2 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Kebon Sirih, Menteng,
Central Jakarta 10340
Contact:

+62811 190 775
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.kuliner4u.blogspot.com

Martabak
Pecenongan 43

What comes to mind when you hear “Nasi Goreng”?
How about Mutton fried rice? For citizens of Jakarta,
there is only one place, and one place only to get
authentic Mutton fried rice, and that’s Nasi Goreng
Kebon Sirih. Since 1958, they have been selling
aromatic, tantalizing Nasi Goreng Kambing with
a recipe that’s been handed down for 6 decades.
Open from 4 PM to 2 AM, customers come to this
humble, tent stall for a plate of Mutton fried rice.
You literally could smell the aromatic blend of spices
from where you parked your car - and the lines too.

Courtesy of
www.jakarta-tourism.go.id

Nasi Uduk
Kebon Kacang
Courtesy of
instagram/discoverymeal

Open Daily 6 p.m. – 11.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pecenongan Raya, Pecenongan,
Central Jakarta 10120
Contact:

+62816 1875 497
Let us guide you there!

Martabak is one of Indonesia’s famous street foods,
so you wouldn’t want to miss out on this dish when
you’re in the capital city. If you’re wandering in
Kelapa Gading, you should try Martabak Pecenongan
43, one of the best Martabak out there in North
Jakarta since 1988. A must try item here is their
Martabak Keju Coklat Kacang Special Wysman, an
addicting blend of cheese, chocolate, peanuts and
rich Wysman butter in one - just one bite and you
are hooked for life. Better prepare your stomach
because you’re guaranteed to order more than just
one Martabak from Pecenongan.
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Open Daily 10 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kebon Kacang Raya No. 5 1 2,
Tanah Abang, Central Jakarta 10240
Contact:

(021) 31903863
Let us guide you there!

Have you really visited Jakarta if you did not eat
Nasi Uduk at least once? Is this question really
a question? Nasi Uduk is a must-have component
of the authentic Jakarta experience, and speaking
of authenticity, you can’t get more Betawi than Nasi
Uduk Kebon Kacang. Steamed in coconut milk with
toppings of chicken, fried shallots, Tempe goreng,
and sambal, at Kebon Kacang you will experience
a culinary moment like no other. The folded banana
leaves wrapping your rice adds to the delicious
aroma of this dish. Plan your next visit now!
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Courtesy of
instagram/f oodescape_id

Pisang Goreng
Bu Nanik
Open Daily 6 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Tanjung Duren Raya No.67,
West Jakarta 11470
Contact:

+62821 1355 1355
Let us guide you there!

Ragusa
Italian
Ice Cream
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Veteran I No.10, Gambir,
Central Jakarta 10110
Contact:

(021) 3849123
Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
www.manual.id

Restoran Trio
It’s crunchy. It’s round. It smells amazing. It’s Pisang
Goreng Bu Nanik! Different from your garden-variety
fried banana, at Bu Nanik you’ll get a crunchy, dark
brown, round shaped Pisang Goreng that tastes
addictive thanks to its special ingredient : Honey.
Oh yes. You have not tasted indulgence if you have
not tried this. Don’t be fooled by its looks, because
beneath its shape is a crazy-delicious fried banana
smothered in honey and crunchy shell that’s
guaranteed to leave a mark on your mind. Meaning,
after your first bite you will turn into a repeat
customer of Bu Nanik. Promise.

Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. RP. Soeroso No.29A, Gondangdia,
Central Jakarta 10350
Contact:

(021) 31936295
Let us guide you there!

This legendary dining place in Central Jakarta has
been open since 1947. Restoran Trio serves typical
Cantonese dishes with a strong Dutch influence,
which makes them unique from other Cantonese
places. Inside, the Dutch influence is felt even
stronger with vintage interiors and retro songs
played on the radio, like stepping back into the past.
Their menu consists of more than 100 items, so you
got plenty to choose from. Try their unique drink, the
refreshing Es Pala. Don’t forget to try their mainstay
item, the Prawn Lumpia Trio style, which tastes
crunchy and addicting. Ready for a good lunch?

Courtesy of
www.jakartabytrain.com

RM Padang
Sepakat
Ice cream is definitely a favorite food of the many.
But what about Jakartans? Ask any citizen of the
city what “authentic ice cream” means to them and
you will get the same answer : Ragusa Italian Ice
Cream. This place has been around since 1932, and
is situated inside a colonial-era Dutch style building,
with old-school rattan chairs. Founded by Italian
brothers Luigie and Vincenzo Ragusa, here you can
get classic items like Banana Split, Tutti Frutti, and
their special “Spaghetti” ice cream. Come by and
taste the authentic ice cream sensation of Jakarta.
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Open Daily 8.30 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.
Address:

Pasar Mayestik Lantai Semi B Blok
AKS, Tebah 3, South Jakarta 12120
Contact:

(021) 7394879
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/whiteboardjournal

Located in the basement of Mayestik Market,
the name RM Sepakat is known as a favorite
Padang restaurant for local residents because of
its authentic and distinctive taste. RM Sepakat is
also famous for selling a variety of typical Padang
menus that are fairly rare, one of which is Gajebo
curry. Made from brisket, this fatty dish is very
rarely found and sold in Jakarta. The price offered
is quite affordable and has been a favorite of the
community for a long time. The waiters are very
friendly, proactive, and swift in serving, making this
restaurant feel very warm and comfortable.
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Courtesy of
instagram/rotibakareddyid

Courtesy of
instagram/sate_pak_gendut

Roti Bakar
Eddy
Open Daily 6 p.m. – 2.30 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Raden Patah No.11,
Selong, South Jakarta 12110
Contact:

(021) 97520002
Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Sate Taichan
Senayan
Historically, Roti Bakar Eddy was founded by Mr. Eddy
Supardi in 1971 in the Blok M area, South Jakarta.
Roti Bakar Eddy uses homemade bread, and their
large size yet affordable price makes them a favorite.
Try the Cheese Chocolate variety and the savoury
options, like Cheese, Corned Beef and Egg grilled
bread, which will satisfy your hunger pangs. Don’t be
surprised when you arrive at the place because it’s
guaranteed to be very crowded. Emphasise on “very”.
But hey, that’s just the authentic Jakarta street food
experience for you. Dig in!

Open Daily 5 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Hang Lekir I No.25, RT.1/RW.3,
Gelora, Central Jakarta 10270
Contact:

-

Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.travelingyuk.com

Speaking of Sate, there is another variety of this meat
skewer dish that is unique from your usual Peanutsauce Sate. The name is Sate Taichan Senayan, and
it’s situated near the glitzy Senayan City shopping
center. Don’t be intimidated by the size of their
customers, who come in waves and sit “Lesehan”style on the ground. The taste of this dish is lovely
enough to make you forget about the hundreds of
people surrounding you on a humid summer night.
Light, zesty yet savory enough to let the meat shine
through, one portion is not enough. We warned you!

Courtesy of
instagram/manualjakarta

Sate Padang
Ajo Ramon

Courtesy of
instagram/toptables

Soto Betawi
H. Ma'ruf
Courtesy Photo by
instagram/bubueataway

Open Daily 4 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

Pasar Santa, Jl. Cipaku I No.5,
Petogogan, South Jakarta 12170
Contact:

+62813 1433 4666
Let us guide you there!

Did you know that Indonesia has over a hundred
varieties of Sate dishes? One of them comes from
the Padang Pariaman Regency, and has reddish
spices with a rich, dark brown sauce - say hello to
Sate Padang Ajo Ramon. A favorite among Padang
culinary connoisseurs and meat enthusiasts, Ajo
Ramon has celebrities and public officials as their
loyal customers thanks to their enthralling blend of
spices and authentic taste that is hard to find in the
city, even among Padang restaurants. Using a recipe
that’s been handed down from generations, the
restaurant is open from noon to midnight.
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Open Daily 10 a.m. – 8.30 p.m.
Address:

Taman Ismail Marzuki, Jl. Cikini Raya
No. 73, Cikini, Jakarta
Contact:
(021)

3148817

Let us guide you there!

This legendary restaurant has had rows of important
political figures of Indonesia as its customers, from
President Joko Widodo, the late Gus Dur, to Anies
Baswedan. Soto Betawi Haji Ma’ruf was first opened
in the 1940s, serving Soto with authentic Betawi
flavors. If their famous customers aren’t enough to
win you over, a bowl of this humble yet tantalizing
Soto Betawin will surely get you hooked. The rich
broth blended with creamy coconut and real cow
milk, combined with the perfectly seasoned meat
chunks and cuts of tripe is just enough to fill your
stomach without being too much.
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Thomas The Train’s twice-removed cousin

General
Information

General Information

Phrases

Introduction
Halo
Selamat datang
Apa kabar?
Baik
Iya/Tidak
Tolong
Permisi
Maaf
Terima kasih
Sama-sama
Sampai jumpa

What’s your name?
My name is...
What’s his/her name?

Nama anda/kamu siapa?
Nama saya/aku...
Siapa nama dia?
Selamat pagi
Selamat siang
Selamat sore
Selamat malam
Selamat makan
Selamat tidur

About Oneself
I’m from...
I’m ... years old
I’m a ...
I like ...
I don’t like ...

Phrases

Month

Question

Hello
Welcome
How are you?
I’m fine
Yes/No
Please
Excuse me
Sorry
Thank you
You’re welcome
Goodbye

Good morning
Good afternoon
Good evening
Good night
Enjoy your meal
Good night (before bed)

General Information

Saya/aku dari
Umur saya/aku ...
Saya/aku adalah ...
Saya/aku suka ...
Saya/aku tidak suka ...

What is this?

Apa ini?

What is that?

Apa itu?

Where is that?

Dimana itu?

How much is it?

Berapa harganya?

Can I have one more?

Boleh minta satu lagi?

What time is it?

Pukul berapa sekarang?

Time
Today

Hari ini

Yesterday

Kemarin

Tomorrow

Besok

This week

Minggu ini

Next week

Minggu depan

Tonight

Malam ini

Yesterday afternoon

Kemarin siang

Tomorrow morning

Besok pagi

Half an hour

Setengah jam

Second

Detik

Minute

Menit

Hour

Jam

Day

Hari

Week

Minggu

Month

Bulan

Year

Tahun

I don’t know
Please speak slower
I am lost
Wait a minute

Bisa tolong bantu saya?
Saya tidak mengerti
Apakah Anda (ber)bicara
bahasa Inggris?/
Apakah Anda bisa bahasa Inggris?

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
100
110
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

Saya tidak tahu
Tolong bicara lebih pelan
Saya tersesat
Tunggu sebentar
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Days
Monday

Senin

Tuesday

Selasa

Wednesday

Rabu

Thursday

Kamis

Friday

Jumat

Saturday

Sabtu

Sunday

Minggu

Januari
Februari
Maret
April
Mei
Juni
Juli
Agustus
September
Oktober
November
Desember

Numbers

Problems
Can you help me?
I don’t understand
Do you speak english?

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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Satu
Dua
Tiga
Empat
Lima
Enam
Tujuh
Delapan
Sembilan
Sepuluh
Sebelas
Dua belas
Tiga belas
Empat belas
Lima belas
Enam belas
Tujuh belas
Delapan belas
Sembilan belas
Dua puluh
Seratus
Seratus sepuluh
Seribu
Sepuluh ribu
Seratus ribu
Satu juta

General Information

Phrases

Time Zone
Indonesia has three different time zones of Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT):
• Western Indonesian Time (+7 hrs)
• Central Indonesian Time (+8 hrs)
• Eastern Indonesian Time (+9 hrs)
Jakarta uses Western Indonesian Time (+7 hrs).

Currency
The currency of Indonesia is Rupiah (IDR).

Electricity
The electricity is up to 220 volts with two round holes.

Weather
• Indonesia has two main seasons: wet (or rainy) and dry.
Officially, the rainy season starts in October until April.
However, it can vary from year to year.
• The dry season is around May until September.
• The best months for diving are April-May and
September-November.
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Jakarta. The capital city of the Republic of Indonesia, a
huge, sprawling metropolis, home to over 10 million
people with diverse ethnic group backgrounds from all
over the green archipelago. Located on the northwest
of Java Island, the city has rapidly expanded through the
years - drive down a wide avenue decorated with
skyscrapers one minute, and you’ll suddenly ﬁnd
yourself squeezed into a small street with food carts
and motorbikes. Ride a bike around the Old Town, then
enjoy a ﬁne-dining experience in the SCBD the next
hour. With its many faces, Jakarta is a dynamic city with
extensive history, containing hundreds of moments.
Just like a ﬂower in full bloom, each petal tells a
beautiful story - all you have to do is seek, and Jakarta
will open itself to you. Welcome home.
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